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Abstract 
On the complex plane, the celebrated Riemann Mapping Theorem states that 
all simply-connected open proper subset in C is biholomorphically equivalent to 
the unit disc. T h e theorem no longer holds in higher dimensions. T h e polydisc 
and the unit ball in C^ are not biholomorphically equivalent. It was Poincare's 
idea to reduce the problem of biholomorphic equivalence of domains to the C R 
equivalence of their boundaries. A n easy C R invariant is the signature of the Levi 
Form. In this thesis, we study the geometry of nondegenerate real hypersurfaces 
in C " , namely those real hypersurfaces with nondegenerate Levi Form. The basis 
case is the real hyperquadric which has a projective geometry that reflects the 
complex analytic properties of the unit ball. Cartan succeeded in generalizing this 
geometry to strongly pseudoconvex real hypersurfaces in C^. His method yields 
a complete set of local invariants under C R equivalence. More than 40 years 
later, Cartan's solution was extended to C " by Chern-Moser. T h e thesis presents 
Cartan's method and Chern-Moser's extension. We study the Cartan connection 
forms, curvature and chains on abstract nondegenerate C R manifolds, and we 
investigate the interplay between real and complex geometry in this fundamental 
case. 
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In several complex variables, the domains of holomorphy are the natural do-
mains to be studied. Whether a complex domain in C " is a domain of holomorphy 
are related to its boundary. More precisely,for a bounded complex domain with 
smooth boundary is a domain of holomorphy if the boundary has strictly positive 
definite levi form. See [3]. 
So if we want to see whether two complex domain are equivalence, we may 
try to see whether their boundaries are locally equivalent in the sense that: Let 
M , N each be the smooth boundary of some complex domain in C " . We want 
to know if there is a biholomorphism $ between some open sets U, V in C " s.t. 
屯(U n M ) = V n iV. {(2,1/;) I Inu/; = 0}，{(2’t/;) I Imit; = l^zp} are two real 
hypersurface which are not locally equivalent in the above sense. T h e equivalent 
problem can be further weakened to whether M, N are locally C R equivalent. We 
will discuss this in §1.1 . 
In §1，we will study the biholomorphism group of the sphere c C 奸 i . 
We will treat the group over the sphere as the prototype of a geometric fiber 
bundle over a C R manifold. We would find such a bundle with canonical forms 
5 
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over an arbitrary nondegenerate C R manifold in §2.2 . T h e construction (by Car-
tan) of this bundle only uses the local C R structure of the manifold and the local 
C R equivalence problem can be transformed into an equivalence problem on the 
geometric bundle. We will examine how it works on C R manifold of dimension 3 
in §3 as an example. 
In §3.3，an invariant family of curves called chain will be defined on any non-
degenerate C R manifold. These curves have a canonical choices of projective 
parametrizations induced by the C R structure. T h e projective parametrization 
are related to the projective structure discussed on §2.1 . T h e C R equivalence 
problem can be studied by looking at the family of chains. A n example will be 
given have an example in §3.4 . 
Chapter 1 
CR structures and the group 
SU(p, q) 
In this chapter, we will give a brief introduction to C a u c h y - R i e m a n n ( C R ) man-
ifold and some basic properties of C R manifold. T h e n we will discuss the auto-
morphism group of sphere by putt ing it in complex projective space and looks at 
its Maurer C a r t a n form. 
1.1 Almost complex structure and CR mani-
folds 
For C " , the tangent bundle T C " is given by s p a n {嘉，吾，嘉，秦，…，嘉，春 } . 
T h e complexified tangent bundle C O T C " of C " is given by 
s p a n c { ^ , J T , J 2 , • • • , 基 , 嘉 } with 嘉:=|(嘉一i^) and 嘉： =全 ( 嘉 + 
命 . 
If V is a subbundle of C 0 TC" given by V : = s p a n c { ^ , 嘉， … ，嘉 } ’ then 
f is holomorphic function on C " if and only if L(f) = 0，for all L e V. W e also 
7 
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have y e t / = C ( 8 ) T C \ 
There is another way to describe V. Let J : T C " —>• T C " be a fiber isomor-
phism with J ( ^ ) = 喬 and J ( ^ ) = — 态 . T h e linear isomorphism is extended 
to C 0 T C " . Obviously, = -Id, Then V is the eigenspace of J in C 0 T C " 
with eigenvalues —i. We said that J oi V defined the almost complex structure 
of e \ 
Note that [y, y ) c y because [a^Jr, = - 普嘉 . S i n c e LeV 
iff ImL = J(ReL) , 
J{[X + iJ{X),Y + iJ{X)]) = -i[X + iJ{X),Y + iJ{X)] 
^ J([X, Y] - [ J ( x ) , J{Y)]) = [ J p o , y ] + [X，J(y)], for G Tcr 
We said that the almost complex structure defined by J or V is integrable. 
For a real manifold M of 2n-dimensional, if there exists a fiber isomorphism J 
with J2 = —Id, we say that (M, J) is an almost complex manifold. If in addition, 
J(IX,Y] - [J{X),J{Y)]) = IJ{X),Y] + [X, J(Y)] for G T M , then we said 
that (M, J) is an integrable almost complex manifold. Equivalently, if there is 
a subbundle K of C (g) TM s.t. 1 / e t/ = C 0 T M , then we said that (M, V) is 
an almost complex manifold. (M, V) is a’n integrable almost complex manifold if 
C l / . 
Newlander-Nirenberg [8] show that an integrable almost complex manifold is 
a complex manifold. 
Now we consider a real manifold M of 2n+ 1-dimensional. Since it is of odd 
dimension, so it can not be a complex manifold. In this case, we talk about C R 
manifold of hypersurface type. 
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Definition 1.1. (M, V) is a CR manifold if diniRM = 2n + 1,V is a subhundle 
ofC^TM with d imcV = n，V n t^ = {0}，and [y, 1/] C V. 
Or 
Definition 1.2. Assume M is manifold s.t diniRM = 2n + 1. H is a subbundle 
of TM with dim^H = 2nand a fiber isomorphism J : H — H, J"^ = —Id. If for 
X,Y e H, [JX, Y] + [X’ JY] G H and J ( [ J X , y ) + [X，JY]) = [JX, JY] - [X, Y], 
then (M, H, J) is called a CR manifold. 
We have a third way to describe the C R structure. Let a; be a real 1-form 
s.t. u) e H i . Next, we choose 1-forms u ^ , . . . s.t. a/(Z/) = 0 for L G V and 
a; A 八 . . . a ; "八 cji A . . . cj" — 0 everywhere. Hence {o;，o/’..•’ … } spans \/丄. 
By the equation d9(X, Y) = X(e(Y)) - Y(e(X)) - e[X, y ] , integrability of V 
corresponding to . . . generates a closed differential ideal. 
If {a/，a/i，... ,0；'"} describe the same C R structure, then 
u' = au 
uj'a = h'^pu^ + 
with real a 0 and is nonsingular. 
In the above definition, the relation between V, H and J : V is the eigenspace 
of J with eigenvalues -i in C 0 i f ; L G V iff ReL G H and ImL = J(ReL) . In 
particular, V ®V = C<S)H. 
If L G y , we call L a C R operator. 
Real hypersurface in C"+i has a natural C R structure. If M is given by {r = 
0} with real function r s.t. dr nowhere zero. Let /^ 0，1(奸1) span�•(嘉，嘉，...，^-f+i} C 
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C (8) r c n + i and V = / / � ’ i ( M ) i f � ’ i ( C " + i ) n C (g) T M . T h e n T/ n t^ = {0}. 
A s a'-^ eV ^ a%i = 0 ^ = 0，dimc(V) = n. 
Since [ifo’i((C"+i),丑o,i(C"+i)l C 丑o’i(C"+i) ^^d [ T M ’ T M ] C T M , hence 
[y, V^ ] C V and (M, V) is a C R manifold. It is easy to see that biholomorphic 
mappings between real hypersurfaces preserve the C R structure. More precisely, 
if a biholomorphic mapping between open sets in and maps a real hyper-
surface to another, then the C R structure is preserved. 
In this case, we can take 
(1.1) uj = idr which is real on M , and uj^ = dz^ if r>+i + 0. 
Let { L i ,…，L n } be a basic for V and U he a, vector in TM transverse to H. 
So {t/, L i ’ …，Ln, L i , … ’ Ln} is independent and forms a basis of C ® TM. Also 
assume the set of 1-forms . . . . . . is the corresponding dual 
basis (changing U if necessary). 
Let 
(1.2) = ihfkU mod {Li, Li), 
then 
(1.3) duj 三 〜ujk jjiod u). 
Here h = {hji) is a hermitian matrix. Al though h depends on the choice of 
basis, but some properties of h are invariant that do not depend on the choices 
of basis. For example, the signature (p, q) of h. Here p is the number of positive 
eigenvalues and q is the number of negative eigenvalues and n — p — q is the 
number of zero eigenvalue. 
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Definition 1.3. A CR manifold M is nondegenerate if h is nonsingular matrix 
for every points on M. 
i.e. signature is (p,n — p) 
Definition 1.4. A CR manifold is strictly pseudoconvex if h is either 
strictly positive or strictly negative, 
i.e. the signature is (n，0) or (0,n). 
Now we discuss a class of function corresponding with the C R structure. 
Definition 1.5. A complex valued function f on a CR manifold (M, V) is a CR 
function if Lf = 0 for all sections L : M —^V 
Lemma 1.1. Let (M, V^ ) is a CR manifold. The following conditions are equiv-
alence. 
(i) f is a CR function on M 
(ii) f*{L) = A ^ for all L €V, for some function A. 
(in) For all L eV, f^{JL) = J(f^L), where J describe the CR structure of M 
and J is the almost complex structure on C . 
(iv) For all X e H, fJJX) = Jf^X, where J describe the CR structure of M 
and J is the almost complex structure on C . 
(v) I f{u; ,C(/, . . . ,0；"} describe the same CR structure, df 三 Q mod . 
Proof. Since /*(L) = + L{f)-§= for any L G C ® TM, SO (i)’(ii) are equiv-
alent. 
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For all L e v , f人JL) = M-iL) = If (i) is true, J ( / , L ) = 
J{L{f)^) = -iL{f)^^ = MJL). 
Conversely, if f人 J L ) = J(J*L), then 
-i(L(/)悬 + L _ = M-iL) = J{LU)l + L 嶋 = i L { f ) l — iL{f)§= 
implies L ( / ) = 0. So (i),(iii) are equivalent. 
Because LeV ^ L = X^iJ{X),X 6 H, 
WiX + iJ{X))) = J {MX + iJ{X))) MJX) = J {MX)) 
as /* is real. Conversely, if M J X ) = J ( / , ( X ) ) , / , ( J L ) = J ( / , L ) \ / L e C ® H = 
V®V and in particular f*{JL) = J(J*L) VL G V. Hence we have shown (iii),(iv) 
are equivalent. 
df = au} + PkOJ^ + 7,-t7. Then f is C R iff Ti = 0 for all I. Hence (i)分（v). • 
It is easy to see that if / is a holomorphic function on an open set contain-
ing M , then the restriction on M is a C R function on M . B y simple limiting 
argument, if M is the smooth boundary of a complex domain D and / is a holo-
morphic function on D smooth up to boundary, then / is a C R function on M. 
We know that not all C R functions on general real hypersurface come in this way. 
However, we have the following theorem on real analytic hypersurface. 
Theorem 1.1. If M is a real analytic hypersurface in (C^ +^i and f is a real 
analytic, complex valued, CR function on M near p, then f is the restriction to 
M of a holomorphic function in a open set contains p in C" 
Proof. B y a suitable linear transformation taking p to the origin, we can assume 
for some real valued, real analytic function (j) with 0(0) = 0 and d(t)\o = 0. i.e. 
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We write z = {z^,... = and use {z,u) {z,u + i(f)(z,z,u)) as 
a local parametrization. Since f is defined on M only, so we let z, u)= 
f�少(2’ 乏,u) = f{z, + i(f)�z, z,u),u- i(p(z,乏，u)) 
We are seeking for a holomorphic function F, s.t. F{z, u + i(t){z^ z, u))= 
g{z, z, u). Since f is analytic, we can plug a complex number ^ into the position 
of u. Hence F{z, ^ + i(f)�z,乏’ = g{z,乏， 
{z,u + i(f){z,z,u)) G M i C 3 g{z,z,u) 
( " / g 
{z,u) G C " X R 
extends to 
^ T Zff 
(z,0 E C " X C 
Notice that 列州焚’乏’�)(《）�=1，so there exists ^{z, z, w) s.t. w = ^(z, z, w)+ 
i(/)(z, 2, ^(z, z, lu)). Then we define F(z, z, w, id) = g(z, z, ^(z, z, w)). And we need 
to show that F indeed is a holomorphic function. 
Obviously, we have == 0. Choose 
(1.4) L , = r ^ i , — t - 4 = 1(1 + + 小-一長=+ 场 u ) 嘉 + 
f is C R implies ( | (1 + i ^ y )暴 + 乏,u)) = 0 and hence 
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( f ( l + 紙 ( � 乏 ， + (A 乏 ， z , C + icKz, z, 0)) = 0 
So near the origin, Fgk = 0 for all k. So F is a holomorphic in a neighborhood 
of origin and the restriction of F on M is / . 
• 
Definition 1.6. A map F : Mi ^ M2 is a CR map, with respect to the CR 
structure ( M i , V i ) and (M2, V2), if KVi C V2. We write F : (Mi, Vi) (M2, V2). 
If in addition F is a diffeomorphism, then we say that F is a CR diffeomorphism 
and (Ml, Vi), (M2, V2) are CR equivalent. 
It is easy to see that F is a C R map iff F* o J^ = J2 o F^. 
Definition 1.7. A CR manifold (M, V") is realizable if there exists some hypersur-
face M in C""*"^ such that (M, V) is CR equivalent to the induced CR structure of 
M. A CR manifold {M, V) is locally realizable near p if there exists some hyper-
surface M in Cn+i such that [U, V) is CR equivalent to the induced CR structure 
~ open ~ open ~ 
ofU where p eU <Z M and U C M. 
Lemma 1.2. Let F : C C^+i be a CR map. Write F = 
(fi,..., fn+i)- Then each f j is a CR function. 
• Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.1. • 
We have a criterion for M is locally realizable. 
Lemma 1.3. V^ ) is locally realizable near p if and only if there exists CR 
functions /1，...，fn+i such that on some neighborhood of p, 
(1.5) d/iA … 八 知 — 0 . 
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Proof. Assume F : Mi M2 C is a C R map. We can assume F(p) = 0 
and M2 = {v = (/)(2；1’...，2："’乏1’...’乏"\以)} with 0(0) = 0 and = 0. Let 
fk = z”or fc = 1,... ,n and fn+i = u + i(^{z, z, u). So each f j is C R by the above 
Lemma. Then 
八…八 dfn+i 三（1 + i(f)u)dz^ A …八 dz^ 八 du mod dz^ 
and so nonzero near p. 
Conversely, assume we have C R functions /i , . . .， fn+i with dj\/\.. .Ad/„+i 0. 
Take F = (/i,...，九+1)，then F*(L) = 6 C ® T C " + i for L e V. So 
F is CR. Pick a basis { L i , . . . , f o r V and be a vector in TM \ H. So 
{[/, Li，...，Ln, Li，...，Ln} is a basis for C O TM. 
c^ /i 八… A dfn+i 7^0 4 c(f 1 A • • • A dfn+iiTu … . 0 . 
There is a subset, say {/1，...，fn} s.t. 
(1.6) dJ\/\ … — 
We claim that 
. (1.7) cZ/i 八 … A A 八…八 八 dfn+i + 0 
If not, dfn+i = c^'df, + E L I P W k . Since /奸 1 is C R , E L i = 
0. So by (1.6)，& = 0. But then contradict to 八 . . • A dfn+i + 0. 
So 八 … 八 dfn 八 八…八 dfn 八 dfn+i — 0 and F : M 一 F(M) is a 
diffeomorphism. 
• 
Theorem 1.2. Any real analytic CR manifold is locally realizable. 
Proof. We start with a basis {Lj = for V over some 
open set U C M with are real analytic function of x E U. Let [Lj, Lk]= 
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Complexifies L j to M j = g C ® TC^^+i. Then M j are holo-
morphic vector fields and [Mj, M/J = 
By the Probenius theorem for holomorphic vector fields, there exists holomor-
phic functions /i , •. •，fn+i with Mjfk = 0 and A •..八 dfn+i + 0. Restricting 
to Imz = 0 which is the original space, we obtain 分i,...，Qn+i s.t. LjQk = 0 and 
dgi 八…八 dgn+i + 0 and hence give a realization of M. • 
The above theorem has another proof by constructing an integrable alomost 
complex structure from the given C R structure on where M is identified 
as the real hyperplane = 0}，see [5] for detailed. 
Actually, not every C R manifold can be embedded into Lewy find in 
7] a smooth differential operator L, such that L{f) = g is not always solvable. 
A n abstract C R structure on a manifold of dimension 5 can be constructed from 
this L, see [5]. These C R structure can not find 3 solution /i , /？，/s such that 
dfi 八 df2 八 cZ/s 0 at some points. Jacobowitz and Treves, in [6], have shown 
that a real hypersurface in C^+i with signature ( l ,n- l ) can be used to construct 
a nonrealizable (2n+l)-dimensional C R manifold. 
We know that if F is a biholomorphism between some open sets U, V contain-
ing some real hypersurfaces M , N respectively with F{M) C N, then F is a C R 
map from M to N. As in Theorem 1.1, we have the converse if we are working 
with analytic object. 
Theorem 1.3. Assume Mi, M2 are two real hypersurface and C"^ respec-
tively and Ml is real analytic. If f : Mi M2 is a real analytic CR map, then 
for any p G M，there is a holomorphic map from an open set U C C"^ containing 
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p to an open set V C C"^, s.t. f = F\mi-
If in addition, f is a diffeomorphism, then F is a local biholomorphism. 
Proof. First part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2 and 
Theorem 1.1 . 
For the second part, assume we have obtained a holomorphic mapping F near 
p e Ml that have the restriction f on Mi and / is a C R diffeomorphism between 
Ml and M2. 
Let {Lfc} spans Vi where V^ i describes the C R structure of Mi near p, then 
f^{Lk} spans V2 describes the C R structure of M2 near f(p). 
Assume ^ ^ ^ Vi. Let U G TMi s.t. U ^ Vi eVi. Hence U = ( a ^ ^ + 
+ + with a ^ 0. 
Since f is C R diffeomorphism, 
MU) = F.{U) = aF“嘉)+ a K ( ^ ) + + _ 
Therefore, e \ And hence F is a local biholomor-
phism. • 
1.2 Automorphism Groups of Ball and Poly disc 
In this section, we will look at the automorphism group in C " that preserve 
unit ball B " and hence an automorphism group of = dB^'^^. 
From the Schwarz Lemma, we know that every automorphism of the unit ball 
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5 1 in C^ is of the form f(z) = where 0 is real and a is in the unit ball B � 
S c h w a r z L e m m a . If f is a holomorphic map of B^ into itself which preserves 
the origin then \f{z)\ < |2| for all z e B^ and |/'(0)| < 1. If\f{z)\ = |z| for some 
2 0 or |/'(0)| = 1，then f{z) = e访z for some real 6. 
In particular, if f is an automorphism of B^ fixing 0，then |/'(0)| 二 1 and 
hence f{z) = e^^z by Schwarz Lemma. 
We know that f ^ is an automorphism of B^ maps -a G B^ to 0. So given any 
automorphism g on g � - g ( o ) ig a automorphism fixed 0. So 产) , :�"(,�)�=e^^z 
^ J ‘ l-g(0)g{z) ^ 1-9(0)5(2) 
and hence 办 ) = e 访 
We can generalized the result to biholomorphic map of B 孔 6 C " by H. Car tan 
Lemma. But we need to find a transitive automorphism subgroup on B^ first. 
Let C P " be the n-dimensional complex projective space and points in it are 
complex lines in C " is a complex submanifold with points s.t their homo-
geneous coordinates is [1，…，2 " ] = [1，蘇，...，钩 € C P " . 
Unit ball B几={[l，2i，...，2"] I |2i|2 + + … + < 1 } = 
{[CO，CV..’C] I IC〒 + IC2|2 + . . . + i c f - I C T < # 0 } . 
(\ 
We consider the hermitian form ( ( , ( ' ) = ( C ° , • • • j O C where 
7'n 
\ � / 
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^ - 1 0 . . . 0 � 
0 1 . . . 0 
C = . 
� 0 0 . . . I J 
We look at a subgroup of the projective linear maps induced by the linear 
maps in Let U(n, I) = {A G GL(n + 1，C) | ACA* = C} be the group of 
linear maps that p r e s e r v e � . ’ • � . 
Lemma 1.5. U(n, 1) is transitive on { 0 = r } where r is real. Hence U(n, 1) 
is transitive on B\ 
The action of U(n, 1) is given by 
f / V ， r i � _ (1"�+ 1^"1 � 八 Z ) — ， … ， 
a Q a Q • •. d Q 
Cl J 仅 1 • • • ct 1 
where GU(n, 1). 
\ oPn a\ ... a\ y 
We notice that e l ] (n , 1) and ( a � ) e U ( n， 1 ) with |A| = 1, define the 
same map in so it is enough to consider S\]{n, 1) =U(n， l)nSL(n + 1 , C ) . 
Indeed, the action of the quotient group SU(7i, l)/K on B is effective where K is 
the finite normal subgroup | 产 i 二 1，/ is the identity matrix} . Also, let 
U(n) be the unitary group of standard inner product in C " . Obviously, U(n) can 
0 \ 
be identified as a subgroup of SU(n, 1) by ( d e t { M ) ) ~ ' ^ €SU(n, 1) 
乂。 M ) 
where M GU(n). 
Each f above is holomorphic in a open neighborhood contains closure in 
particular smooth up to B^ U 
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We can prove that U(n，1) determined all the automorphism of B^ just like 
f{z) = e^^Y^ GU(1, 1) completely determined the automorphism of disc B^. We 
need the following lemma. 
H.Cartan Lemma. Let f : D — D be a holomorphic mapping of some 
bounded open set D G C", n > I, into itself. Assume f leaves some point fixed 
and /* = Id at that point. Then f is the identity map. 
Proof. Assume the fixed point is the origin. Find r and R s.t. 
GC" I |z^|<r,V/c}cZ)c{2GC" I ||z|| < R] 
� 1 ) ( … , z � � 
Let ...，z^) = ： + ： + … w h e r e each Pjvj is 
V V > 
a polynomial of degree Nj. That is, f{z) = z + PN{Z) + . . . where PN is a vector 
of polynomials of degree N = mm{Nj} > 2. 
3 
We will find a contradiction if Pn is not identically zero. 
Compose f k times and obtain 
fofo---of = z + kPi^{z) + ... 
k times 
and s u p | | / o / o . . . o / | | < R. 
D 
If . . = is a holomorphic function, then the Cauchy's 
estimates on polydisc {Iz^'l < r, V/c} is 
ka l < ；R m a x | F | . 
\z3\=ir 
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Apply Cauchy's estimates to any component of / o / o . . . o / . Then each 
coefficient of IzPn is bounded by 条 for all k and would lead to a contradiction if 
one of the coefficient of Pn is nonzero. • 
Definition 1.8. D 6 C" is circular ifOeD and for each z e D, e^^z G D for 
all real 6. 
In particular, proper reinhardt domain is a special circular domain where 6 
may vary on different components of z. 
Lemma 1.7. (H. Cartan). Let f : D ^ D be a biholomorphic mapping of some 
bounded circular domain into itself leaving the origin fixed. Then f is a linear 
map. 
Proof. Let ke{z) = e^^z and g{z) = k^^ o o ke o f . So : D ^ D and g(0) = 0. 
Further ,仏 |o = Id. Thus, by the H. Cartan Lemma, g{z) = z and so e沾f�z)= 
It follows that f is linear. • 
Now we have the theorem. 
Theorem 1.4. Let f : B^ B^ be biholomorphic. Then 
= . . . . ， 々 《 請 SU(n’l). 
Proof. Lemma 1.5 point out that U(n, 1) acts transitively on B^. So there is 
some g eU(n，1) for which g o /(O) = 0 and g � f : B^ — Thus by Lemma 
1.7, g o f is linear. 
Since (z^ . . . e dB\ so g o .. G 肪 " a s g o f is bijective and 
continuous. Hence go f e U ( n ) cU(n, 1) and / " G " S U ( 7 � 1 ) . 
• 
We can apply similar tricks to another reinhardt domain, polydisc P " = 
{\z'\ < 1,V2 = l，...’n} e C". 
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Since it is the product of we must have ... = (fi{z^),..., 
where each fk GAut(B^), is a element of A u t ( P " ) . We denote the subgroup con-
tains all these elements by (Aut(B^))" which is transitive on P\ 
Clearly, . . . , ..., z^ ^ ..., z'^) = {z^,... ... ,z\ ..., 2;") is another 
type of biholomorphism of and hence Sn, the permutation group of { 1 , . . . , n } , 
is a subgroup of A u t ( P " ) . 
We will show that f G A u t ( P " ) if and only if / = 0 o a where 0 € (Aut(召 1))" 
and a G S^. 
Theorem 1.5. Each automorphism of the poly disc P " is given by (f) o a where 
0 andae S„. 
Proof. Because (Aut(B^))" is transitive, we can find h G (Aut(B^))" s.t. (h o 
/)(0) = 0. Thus by Lemma 1.7, ho f is linear. 
We claim that {h o f){z\ . . . ， = . . . ’ e 讽 w h e r e a and 9k 
is real. Let h o f(z\.…’ = ( E L i 〜 "，… . ’ E L i ⑶ . 
Since ho f is bijection and continuous, ho f ： dP^ — dP几.Hence 
(i) Applying to (1’ 0’ …，0)，(0，1，... ’ 0)，... ’ (0’ 0，... ’ 1) e ^ P " 
f.\ < 1 V /c, / and for each k, there are at least one I s.t. = 1. 
(ii) A p p l y i n g t o 丄 ， . . . ， e P"，w e h a v e 
Combine (i)(ii), we have exactly one = 1 in each k ,exactly one = 1 
for each I and all other entries is zero. Therefore, h o f = (j(e而：丄，...,e礼 
and hence f is in the form </> o cr where • G (Aut(B^))" and a e 
• 
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We have completely determined all the automorphisms of and P " . If these 
two complex domain are biholomorphic equivalence, we must have the algebraic 
structure of A u t ( B " ) and A u t ( P " ) is the same. But we found that it is not the 
case. 
Theorem 1.6. There is no biholomorphism maps from the ball to the poly disc 
P " . 
Proof. Assume there exists a biholomorphism F map from the ball to the poly-
disc P " , we can required that F(0) = 0 in addition as their automorphism group 
are transitive. Then F induced an group isomorphism F :Aut(P") 
given by F{f) = F � f o F for f GAut(P") . 
In the first glance, we can already see that A u t ( B " ) and A u t ( P " ) are different 
as Aut(jB") is a locally ({n + 1)^ — l)-parameter family and Aut(P"') is a locally 
parameter family. 
However, we will try to show the algebraic structure of A u t ( B " ) and A u t ( P " ) 
are different and hence arrives to a contradiction. 
We consider the isotropy subgroup GO and HQ of the origin in Aut(-B") and 
A u t ( P " ) respectively. Then F{HO) = Go, GO = U ( n ) and HQ = JJ(7((U(1))") 
a 
where cr e Sn and (U( l ) )" is the set of diagonal matrix with diagonal entry of 
absolute value 1. Observe that 
/ 。 _ 1 、 广 。 1 、 ( - 1 0 \ 广 0 1 、 广 。 一 1 、 广 1 。 、 
= while = . 
0 ； 0 ； \ 0 I j o J \ i 0 J - I J 
Look at the path-connected component Gi with identity map in Go, the path-
connected component HI with identity map in HQ. HI = (U( l ) )" is abelian. 
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^ cosQ —e-坤sin0 0 � 
fe,<t> = e姊sine cosd 0 G Gi 
V 0 0 l) 
where I is the (n-2)x(n-2) identity matrix. Since /晋’晉 o f号’o + /音’o o /!’！，Gi is 
not abelian and so give rises to a contradiction. 
So there does not exists biholomorphism between B^ and P " . • 
1.3 The group SU(p,q) and its Maurer Cartan 
form 
Same as Section 1.1，we use the notation 2 = . . . = 
Let H = {(z,w) I Imw > H l^p = J2l=i k ^ l ' } and Q = {(z,w) | Imw = 
l l ^ i n , a hyperquadric in C"+i . 
Lemma 1.8. and H is biholomorphic equivalent. 
Proof. Since Im w = \\iu + -\\w - H二 + zp > ||2z||2 + \w - zp}. 
Define 
(1.8) B 糾 by F(z,w)=(為’ then F-'(z,w) = 
F is a biholomorphism between and H . • 
Remark: 
F—i extends to the boundary and give a C R diffeomorphism from 七。Q, 
allowing (0’ 1) map to 00. Here 00 can be view as the point [(0’ …，0，1)] G CP"+i 
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Let us write Q as a real submanifold of C P " + i . 
Using homogeneous coordinates [1,么，w] = (丄’...，("+”，we have 
(1.9) Imw = E 5 M C � + ! (C"+i fo - fn+iC。）= 0, C � 0 . 
Therefore, Q U oo is an closed real submanifold of C P " + i . 
Denote 
( 0 0 - z / 2 � 
(1.10) CI = 0 I 0 where I is the n x n identity matrix. 
^ ijl 0 0 乂 
Define 
(1 . 11) (C，C') = C C V C ' * f o r C，C ' e C " + 2 . 
T h e n Q U o o i s the set {[C] e CP"+i | (C, C) = 0} and A u t ( Q U o o ) is given by 
the projective linear induced by {A G G L ( n + 2 , C ) | ACjA* = C/, det{A) = 1}. 
We use the same notation SU(n + 1，1) for {ACiA* = Ci,det{A) = 1} . 
For slightly more general hyperqiiadric QH = {(2, w) | Imw = zHz* = 
X^ :，/3:=i hapza乏3�for some non singular hermitian matrix H = (h^^p). Again we 
can define hermitian form 
(1-12) (C, C') = C C h C = "。卢CC—'" + 揪时 I f。 - C—'n+iC。） 
with 
丨 0 0 - i / 2 � 
(1.13) CH= O H O . 
^ i/2 0 0 J 
T h e n we have QH is contained in = 0} and an automorphism subgroup 
is induced the linear map in SU(p + 1，g + 1) {A G G L ( n + 2 , C ) | ACHA* = 
CH, det(A) = 1} where (p, q) is the signature of H. 
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W e now look closer to the group SU(p + 1’ g + 1). 
/ Ao \ 
Write A eSV(p + l,g + l) as . . . with Ak G C"+2. 
\ Ax+i ! 
T h e n (Ak,Ai) is the (A; + 1,/ + 1) entry of Ch- Hence (Ao,Ao) = 0 = 
(Ai+l，^n+l)-
W e find that the isotropy subgroup G of the origin(= [(1,0, •. •, 0)]) is 
t 0 0 \ ( t / ) 6 G L ( n , C ) , h 时 = h一 
(1.14) ta 0 + = 0, - I f = h^ar^T^ � 
\ r T^ y = 1 ^ 
with dimension n^ + 2n + 2. 
G acts on [C。，... ’ C + i ] G QH is given by 
二 + 亡 + T^n+l 
(1.15) C'^ = t 乂 + T口 
� n + 1 _ 
hence 
//3 = t-Hr.^ z'^ +t-^ T^w 二 g / ( z " + a 〜） — 
, 一 l+t-HaZ'^+t-Ww — 1 
. ^m+l = Itr^u, = — Pw 
where C/ = ， C / a " = r V ^ , p = and r - R e i — — . ( C / ) , p satisfy 
C^^'Cjhxa = P Kp. 
W h i l e G acts on the left hand side of SU(p + 1 , ^ + 1) is given by 
A'o = M o 
(1.17) 礼 = + 
= rAo + r^Ap + t-^An+i . 
Let Gi be the subgroup of G with \t\ = 1，i.e. 
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7 t 0 0 \ (t/) e GL(n,C) , � 
(1-18) ta 0 ^ + = i f - i f = >. 
y T T日 t ) t''det(t£) = 1 
We find that Gi/K, where K is the finite normal subgroup | C + i = 
1，/ is the identity matrix}, is identified as the group 
/ \ 
1 0 0 0 � 
iN'H t-p hpph气 TJ 0 0 -
(1.19) <( _ > 
-ihP^t tp 0 hp-ph^'H tf 0 
A 2(5 + 9 - 2 i h � p t T ^ 2ihpptTp 1 ) 
/ \ 、 
1 0 0 0 
_ 沪 V 0 0 K^up^uf = hp 疗 
— s _ • 
v^ 0 u^ 0 s is real 
y s ihpaU^v^ -ihpaU^vP 1 y 
with (Jf^) is a 71 X n constant matrix s.t ha^h他=and ha^h的=We will 
come back to this Gi/K again soon and in the section 2.2 . 
Since (Aq, ^o) = 0 = (A^+i, we guess that Qh may have a group struc-
ture or can be identified with some subgroup of SU(p + 1, q + 1). It is true and 
this subgroup is in the Heisenberg Group. 
We start from the isotropy subgroup of a infinity point [0, . . . ,0,1] G CP"+i ’ 
I t-i -r曰-丁 \ 
(1-20) 0 t / ta > 
.V 0 0 t 厂 
/ \ ( { \ \ ( \ 
/ 0 0 - 1 \ t 0 0 / 0 0 1 \ 
derived by the conjugation 0 / 0 ta t £ 0 0 / 0 
0 0 川 r ) V - 1 • O y 
« 
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Choosing t/ = S/, t = 1, 
f / i 0 \ 1 ( / , 3 \ ^ 
1 -TP —T 1 Z^ w 
(1.21) 0 (5/ = 0 5/ 乏。 S QH . 
1^0 0 1 / J i VO 0 1 / . 
So the noncommutative group operation of Qh is given by 
(1.22) 、 {z,w) X {z', w') = {z + z',w + w' + 2认a卢2 �乏”. 
Therefore, Qh is a Lie group. 
For a Lie group G , the right invariant vector field g = { X G T G | Rg^{X\a)= 
X\agya,ge G } and right invariant forms is {9 G T * G | e { R g ,V ) = G 
G , y G T G } . There is natural identification of the right invariant field X with 
its value X\e € TgG at the identity element e in G 
T h e Maurer Cartan form on a Lie group G is given by the form 
n(X) = for X G TaG. 
In particular, Q is a. right invariant form s.t. n ( X | a ) = for X e g. 
If { E l , . . .，E n } is a basis of TgG, then 
Q = Q'Ei 
where the set of right invariant 1-form {Q^} is everywhere independent. 
We look at the derivatives of these 1-forms. write dQ.^  as 
dQ} = C � f P j A n^. 
Then C � k are constants since forms on both side are right invariant. This is the 
structural equations of the group G . 
For a matrix group G , the Maurer Cartan form is given by {dg){g~'^) for 
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g e G and the structural equations is given by dO. = -(dg)/\(dg_i) = (dg){g~^)A 
Take G =SU(p + 1，g + 1)，then we can write the Maurer Cartan form 
^ = n � o n^P S.t. dAk = E t o ^ k ^ i for /c = 0，...，n + 1. 
o 0 Q P Q n+1 
\ � + 1 ^ "n+1 / 
{Q.f}} is not independent since the dimension of SU(p + l ’ g + 1) is (n + 2)2 - 1 . 
Since 
AChA'' = Ch 玲 ( I A C H A * + ACndA* = 0 � + C ^ l — c M * = 0 
Hence 
(1.23) Q-CH = 0 or 
‘hi3礼口 + K f i f = 0 
= = 0 
(1.24) 旧 + 广+1 = 0 
i 野 + /i 釣 C = 0 
- 圣 ? ^ + = 0 
And 
4。 、 、 （^  4。、 
det … = 1 => det … + … d e t . . . = 0 . 
乂 A i + l y \ ^n+l y 乂 dAn+i 
So 
(1.25) + + + ==0 
Prom the above equations, we observe that the Lie Algebra of S U ( p + 1, q + 1) 
is given by {L G gl(n + 2’ C) | LCH + CHL* = 0，trace(L) 二 0}. 
T h e structural equations of SU(p + 1, g + 1) is 
(1.26) dn/ = E E J Q / 八 礼 f o r j，/ = 0’...，n + 1. 
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SU(p + l，g + 1) are the C R automorphism on Qh, we may expect that 
SU(p + 4- 1) may contain the geometric information of QH, Indeed, the 
Maurer Cartan form of SU(p+1，g + 1 ) is related to the C R structure of Qh. We 
first look at the C R structure of QH-
The defining function of Qh is r = ^ ^ - So we can take 
e = idr = ^ - IHA萨口dza,沪=dz^. 
So dd = iha自沪 A ¥ and hence the C R structure is nondegenerate. 
We have discuss that Qh can be identified with the subgroup 
' ( 1 zf' w \ 
< 0 > • 
� I " 1 厂 
T h e Maurer Cartan form of group structure of Q// is 
( 0 dz3 dw \ / 1 -z'^ -w � 
0 0 2ihaadz'' 0 -2ihppZp 
、0 0 0 J \ 0 0 1 ) 
( 0 dz’ dw - \ / 0 沪 29 \ 
= 0 0 2iha 改 d2� = 0 0 2ihaa^ 
、 0 0 0 乂 、 0 0 0 Y 
Therefore, the Maurer Cartan form give rises to the C R structure {0,9^} and 
the structural equations of dJl = i l 八 gives dO = 八没 
Now if we treat SU(2,1) as a principal fiber bundle on Qh 
, f 0 0 、 广 1 w ^ 
ta 0 0 2ihp改乏。[(t^tz.tw)] 
� T T" 八 0 0 1 ) 
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with the fiber group, the isotropy group G of the origin acts on the left of the 
fiber. W e are going to look at the Maurer Cartan form. 
Since QCh + CW* = 0 and T r a c e ( a ) = 0, we let 
(1.27) a; = 0；" = <!> = - Q o ' + ^^n+i"^' = — Q o � " V 
and 
(1.28) r = = �曰 - � � ^ V ，喻 = A 
T h a t ' s 
。 击 + J 2a; � 
-ihapfp - � + 0 / ) 滅 冲 W • 
V \小' M“Trp=J7)) 
〜 0 0 、 广 1 么 w ^ 
ta 0 0 y 2ihp疗2� eS\J{p + l,q + l),n = dAA-' 
^ T T^ t-^ J yo 0 1 y 
and hence equals to 
< t 。 。 、 广 。 2 0 \ f t-^ � �� 
ta t / 0 0 0 2ihi3a^ h^atJhP^ 0 
^ r T^ r^ J yo 0 0 y y -f t J 
'dt Q 0 、 广 广 1 0 0 、 
+ DTA DT£ 0 斯？^ HPAT^HP^ 0 
� d r dT^ r^di j ^ - f \ihP% t ) 
Therefore, 
f 0； = iti^e 
(1.29) { 丨 I — — 
[0；" - ihm TpO + hp-ph^'n tfe^. 
If T,ta, t f , r , are functions on Qh, then A is a section of Q// in SU(p + 1 ， + 
1). T h e pull back of {a;,a;"} by the section A describes the same C R structure 
with {9 ,6 ' ' } . 
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Lemma 1.9. The pullback of {u.uj^'} by any section A : Qh -^SU{p + l，g^  + 1) 
gives the CR structure of Qh. 
\ 
W e continue to look at the fiber group G acts on the Maurer Cartan form of 
SU(p + 1’ g + 1). Let A eSV(p + l,g + 1). T h e effect of an element T of G acts 
on Q = dAA-^ is given by Q = ad(T)(Q) = T Q T-\ i.e. 
� 0 0 � 广 r i 0 0 � 
ta 亡/ 0 n h戒hf巧 0 • 
� r T曰 r^ y \ - f lihP% t ) 
where T is constant. In particular when \t\ = 1， 
iu = U) 
UJ^ = ihm tpUJ +hBpN'H tfu^ 
(1.30) — P 叩 — — 
= -ihPH tpu +hp百h�巧 tfujl^ 
0 = + |)a; -2ihppt tPlj^ +2ihp0t tPlJ^ +0 . 
Finally, we look at the structural equations in terms of </>广,(p^'^tp 
F 
du = ihapUJ^ 八 ct/ + 0；八(/) 
duja = CJ"八 0广 + O；八 
( 1 3 1 ) 邮 = A ^ + iK'^cf)'' A ^  + 0； A • 
J d(f)^ = 八 认 卵 7 八 0 « 一 认 卵 • ^ A ^ a - 访 广 " 辦 ； ^ 八 W + I ^ a ^八功 
dcpa = (/)八 + 八(/)广-、杯⑴。 




Cartan,s construction on 
nondegenerate CR manifold 
2.1 A digression on the Frobenius Theorem and 
projective structure 
We will use in this thesis the following form of Frobenius Theorem in terms of 
closed differential ideal. 
Let . . . ,0；^  be independent 1-forms on an open neighborhood of some 
point p e Rn+m A submanifold M饥 is said to be an integral submanifold 
if each is zero on M. A form (of arbitrary degree) u is said to be satisfy 
a; = 0 mod {a;i，...，0；"} if o;八 cji A • • • A 
Theorem 2.1. There is some neighborhood of p foliated by integral submanifolds 
0/0；^,..., if and only if du^ = 0 mod {a;i，...，a/^}/or i = 1, •..，71. 
There is an equivalent statement using the notion of distribution. A proof of 
Frobenius theorem for distribution can be found in [1], 
33 
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There is an application of Probenius Theorem on two manifold with same 
dimension n and each of them has a basis of 1-forms which have the same con-
stant coefficients structural equations on these two manifolds. But we need the 
following lemma on the uniqueness. 
Lemma 2.1. Let N^ be two manifolds of same dimension n. Let {o / ’ . . .，o;"} 
and {01，..., 6'^} be sets of independent 1-forms on U C M and V C N respec-
tively. Then ^p G U, q eV, there exists at most one map $ near p that takes p 
to q and satisfies 炉）=cjj，j = 1,…，n. 
Proof. Introduce local coordinates on M , N near p and q. Then the uniqueness 
can be reduced to a uniqueness problem of some 1st order ODE. • 
Proposition 2.1. Let M " , A/‘" are two manifold of same dimension n. Let 
{a;i，• •.，a/^} and ...,9'^} be sets of independent 1-forms on U C M and 
V C N respectively. If in addition, (kJ 二 C�f^iUjk 八(J and dO^ = C^fi^ A 
j = 1,... ,n，with same constants C\i, then there is a unique map 屯 near P that 
maps p to q and 屯识 ' ) = u j ^ , j = 1,... ,n. 
Proof. Let O = U xV he ^ 2n-dimensional manifold. We want to find an integral 
submanifold of dimension n s.t. it is diffeomorphic to both U and V. 
Define QP = — j = 1’ …，n. Then { Q ^ , . . . , f i " } generates a closed 
differential ideal on O. Indeed 
dn^ = c V ^ � d - c V 〜 没 ' 
= f \ Q } — 八 el 
By the Probenius theorem, we can find an integral submanifold M passing 
through (p,q) £ O and the restriction of , j = 1,... are zero. 
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We claim that M is a graph of U C U in O. 
Let TTi be the projection from O to U. We want to check that 7ri|^ is a dif-
feomorphism from a open set of M near (p, q) to a neighborhood of p. 
If X G TM s.t. TT,{X) = 0，then = 0, V j . Since = 0，we must 
have e^{X) = 0 for all j. Hence X = 0 as {a;i，...，0；"，没i，•.. ’ 沪} is a basis on O. 
So TTil 众 is a difFeomorphism from a open set of M near (p, q) to a neighborhood 
^of p. 
So M = { (x, "^{x)) }. We now check that 屯 is the map we want. 
Pull back n^ by ^ : U ^ M given by ^{x) = Then we get 
Indeed 屯 is a local diffeomorphism as {uj^} is a basis. • 
We now introduce the concept of admits projective structure, has a family of 
projective parametrizations and using the last proposition to establish the equiv-
alence of this two concepts. 
Definition 2.1. The projective linear group PGL{n) is the quotient of GL{n) by 
the normal subgroup of multiples of identity. 
i.e. PGL{ji)=GL{j})/�\I I X^O}. 
For n = 2, 
PGL(2) = {M e G L ( 2 ) , d e t M = 士 1}. 
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The connected component that contains the identity is 
( / a b ] 1 
SL(2) = { AD-BC = 1 > . 
U^ J 
Parametrized p i = IRpi by the homogeneous coordinate [a, jS] = {(a;, y) | (x, y)= 
( a B\ 
\(a,P)} and C pi given by {[a, 1], a € R ] ’ then g 二 acts on pi 
V^ D ) 
is given by 
g([a,m = [Aa + Bp,Ca + D(3] 
and acts on by 
- m i . 
Elements in SL(2) are the elements in PGL(2) that preserve the orientation 
of 股1. 
Since SL(n) is 3-dimensional and 
/ 1 i \ / 1 0 \ ( l+t 0 \ 
, and 
V O V ^ W V 0 l i t ； 
is 3 independent curves near identity. 
f f o 1 � , 0 0 W i 0 � 1 , � 
So < ， , > generates the Lie algebra of SL(2). 
V 0乂 - l y j 
The Maurer Cartan form (left invariant) is: 
( D - b \ ( dA dB\ ( DdA - BdC DdB - BdD \ 
� MC = 9 dg = = . 
\ - C A j \dC dD ] \ AdC - CdA AdD - CdB 
Define 
(All 八12 \ ( DdA - BdC DdB 一 BdD \ 
(2.1) = . 
乂 A21 A22 y 乂 AdC - CdA AdD - CdB 
AD-BC = \ implies 
DdA - BdC + AdD - CdB = 0 . 
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Hence 
(2.2) 八11 + 八 2 2 = 0 . 
The Structural equation of cjmc is cLumc = —^mc 八 ^mcs i.e. 
(dku dAi2 \ / Al l A12 \ / A l l ^12 \ 
, � � r f A ^ i dA22 - [ A21 - A l l A21 —All 
2.3 ^ I f � } \ \ } 
_ ( - A 1 2 A A21 - 2 A 1 1 A A12 \ 
_、2八11八八21 八12八八21 > . 
The isotropy subgroup of origin is given by 
( F A O ] ] 
H = { I > 
U ^ J 
i ( 0 0 � f l 0 
The Lie algebra of H has a basis ， > 
U i " V0 - 1 /J 
Since SL(2) is transitive on so pi is bijective to SL{2)/H. 
Define TT :SL(2) — pi by 
( A B \ 
7r(g)=g{[0,l]) = [B,D] for g= . 
V ^ D ) 
like H, 7r{gh) = 7r(g). Hence tt :SL(2)/H p i given by n(gH) = 7r(g) is 
well defined and provided a bijection between SL(2)/if and p i . 
We now think that SL(2) is a principal fiber bundle of pi with fiber group H 
and the bundle projection tt. 
Let p = [B，！)] e pi，then 
(F A XB\ 
兀 - 1 W = {9^ SL(2) I g{0) = I 入(Ai^ -BC) = 1 } . 
K � 乂 J 
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If 7 ( 0 G 7r_i(p)’ then 
(A(t) X(t)B \ ( A'{t) X'{t)B \ 
7 � = and f = 7 ' � = • 
V C[t) X{t)D ； V c'{f) A ' � D ； 
Therefore, = 0. Since = - 2 A n 八八12’ so t t-^p) is the integral 
submanifold of A^ .^ 
Definition 2.2. A 3-dimensional manifold B together with 3 independent 1-forms 
八1’ 八2，八3 is said to be a projective structure if 
‘ D A ' = -八 2八八 3 
< DK^ = -2八1八八2 
dA^ = 2八1八八3 . 
\ 
Definition 2.3. A 1-dimensional manifold T is said to admit the projective struc-
ture B if B is a bundle over T and 八2|开-1(口）= 0 for all p E T where 开：B — r 
is the bundle projection. 
By proposition 2.1，B is locally diffeomorphic to SL(2) with 妒(八1) = A^，妒(八2)= 
八 12，屯*(八3)=八21 for some diffeomorphism 屯 near p gSL(2), q E B and 屯(p) 二 q. 
Since 屯*(八2) = A^ ,^ if P admits this projective structure B, fiber over any point 
of r is mapped to fiber over some point of p i . Therefore, we can obtain a quotient 
map f from a neighborhood of tt{p) in pi to a neighborhood of Tf{q) in F. 
Let g gSL(2), then = ^ o ^ is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of 
g_ip to a neighborhood of q satisfies 二 q and = = 
八 1 1 ， = A 1 2 ， 屯 = A21. The induced quotient map fg defined near 
p-i(7r(p)) is equals to f o g . 
So we obtain a family of parametrizations from open sets in pi to T which are 
different by elements of SL(2). 
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Definition 2.4. A 1-dimensional manifold T has a projective parametrizations 
if there is given an open covering Uj of T and a family of diffeomorphisms 
f j : —>• Uj with an open set of IRYor F^) such that if U^^ 0 U<2 is not 
empty, there exists constants a, 6, c, d s.t. = fi(x) for all x G 
We have shown that Projective Structure on F induced projective parametriza-
tions of r . Indeed, the two concept is equivalent. We can construct a bundle with 
projective structure over F by projective parametrizations. We first introduce the 
jet bundle. 
Let N, M be 1-dimensional manifold with local coordinates t and s respec-
tively and t varies over a neighborhood of zero. A map f : N — M is repre-
sented by s = / � . L e t jn(J) = (/(0)，/'(0)’...，/(n)(0)) and denote f �r^ 9 
if jnif) = jnig)- Denote by [/](„) for {g | / � n o} and by J " ( i V , M ) the set 
{[/l(n) I / : TV — M ’ / a diffeomorphism near 0}. J"(7V，M) is a bundle over M 
of total dimension + 1. A local coordinate chart on J"(iV，M) is given by 
(工’ u, v) ^ [x-\-ut + ^vt\ri) with u^O. 
Now take iV 二 IRi with t the usual coordinate and n = 2. We want to define 
canonical 1-forms 沪，沪 on M ) where M = r. With these two 1-forms, we 
can find a third 1-form 八 so that 沪，沪’ A make J^(E^, M) a projective structure 
over M. A projective parametrization oi M — T determined A uniquely. 
Let p be a point of M) and choose any function / : E^ —^  M such that 
[/](n) = p. Note that f induced by composition a map — M ) 
for each k < n. This map depends on particular choices of / , but the induced 
linear map — TpJ'^iR^M) depends only on [/](„) = p for each 
k <n — I where e is the equivalent class of identity. 
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« 
For n = 2, we take local coordinates 
(So，Si，S2) — [so + Sit + Is2t^] e 
(x,u,v) — [ x u t + ^vt"^] e J^{R\M) • 
Let p = [/](2) with / � = 无 + 丑i + I沉2 + with uj^O. 
The composition map f : j2(]Ri ’Ri) — J'^(R\M) is defined by 
[So + Sit + — [/(so + Sit + ^52^2)] = [x + ut + Ivt"^] 
where 
a:(so,si,S2) = /(So) = X + USO + + s^g{sQ) 
u(So,Si，S2) = Si/'(so) = si(u + vso + 3sQ^g(so) + SQ^g'(so)) 
v{so,si,S2) = 5 i V ' ( 5 o ) + 52/'(SO) = + 6sog{so) + 3so^^'(so) + SQ^g"{so)) 
� +S2(u + + SsQ^g(so) + SQ^g'(so)) 
Therefore, {x^v^u) depends not only on (x, IZ, v) but also g(t). 
Consider : -> T p J ^ ( R \ M ) 
‘/*(&) 二 mi +r(o)i +rm 
< /*(最）= m l 
M最)= m i 
with /(O) 二 5，/'(O) = u, /"(O) = f; and /"'(O) = 6g(0). 
Hence the differential map depends on g but not on its derivatives. So we 
consider f instead as giving a map of -> M) 
(2.4) [So + Sit] [/(so + Sit)] = [/(So) + S i f { s o ) t ] . 
Then its differential map /* : T p J \ R \ M ) 
( 
(2 5) < /*(‘) = ^ ^ 
. / * ( & ) = 让 I 
which is an isomorphism ？iS u ^ Q . 
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We now define the canonical 1-forms. 
LetTT: 股 i ’ M ) —Ji(]Ri，M) 
7t{X,U,V) = {X,u) 
be the natural projection. Consider some X G TpJ'^{M} ,M) and f is any func-
tion [/](2) = p. 7r,(X) G T � � J i ( R i ， M ) so there exists S 6 TeJ\R\R^) s.t. 
f^{S) = 7r^(X) as /* is an isomorphism. We take the coefficients of S to be our 
canonical 1-forms. 
Definition 2.5. The canonical 1-forms on M) are defined by 
/ * ( 沪 ( X ) 最 + 伊 ⑷ 着 H t t * � 
where X 6 TpJ^(R\M) and f is any function [/](2) = V-
It is easy to compute these 1-forms. Using (2.5), the above equation yields 
+ ^l) + nX)ul = + where X = + X ' l + X'^^ . 
Hence 
00 = u~^dx and 伊= u ~ ^ d u - vu~'^dx . 
Treat p as the variable, so 
(2.6) 00 = u-iclx and 沪 = u - ^ d u - vw'^dx . 
Note that d沪=(90 八 . We now find a third 1-form 炉 on J^ (Ri，M) to make 
J2(R1，M) a projective structure. 
Lemma 2.2. 3 1-form 炉 on s.t. 
f dp = 一 200 八 
(2.7) { 
I dp 二 伊 八 沪 
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where 0。， Qi are the canonical 1-form given above. 
炉 satisfies (2.7) is unique up to C{x)udx where C(x) is a function on M. 
Proof. Since 
= 一 备 dv dx + "^du /\ dx 
So let 沪 = F d x + ^du - ^dv where F = F{x,u,v). 
dO"^ = -Fudx Adu- Fydx A dv - -^du 八(k) 
伊 八 沪 = ( - ^ d x + }^du)(Fdx + ^du - ^dv) 
= 、 - 备 - / \ du + ^dx /\ du -态du /\ d/u 
HenceFu 二 f + g ’ F „ = —吞. 
Because F^v = ^ + ^ = ^ = F^u. F is solvable. • 
^ ^ = S implies f 二 - 甚 + G{x,v) and hence F = + uG. 
Fv = - 赤 + uGv = implies Gy = 0. 
Therefore F = + uC(x) for arbitrary function C(a;) and 
= + uC{x))dx + ^du - ^dv . 
• 
Notice that 沪，伊，沪 are linear independent. If we now set 
八2 = 沪 , 
八3 = 炉 
then 八1，八2’ 八3 define a projective structure of M ) . A^ = so the 
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fiber over x G M is given by the integral submanifolds of 八2. Therefore, M ad-
mits this projective structure. This is for any choice of C(a;). We use the given 
projective parametrizations on M to find a unique choice. 
Let f : ^ U be one element of projective parametrizations. Consider the 
map 
: S L ( 2 ) 4 j2(]Ri，M) 
given by 
\c D J L + 
Proposition 2.2. 1. = A^^,屯*(Ai) = A^ 
3! A3(or02) s.t.屯*(A3) = A2i. 
This 八2 remains unchanged if f is replaced by any diffeomorphism projectively 
equivalent to f . i.e. replaced by f ( f ^ ) . 
Proof. To work with M ) , we introduce a coordinate on M. It is convenient 
to choose the one that makes f look like the identity map. So 
( a b \ _ [At + B] B J_ S 
l^c D J = = Q万’承，-尿）• 
Thus 
少 *(八2) = = D2(d§)=八 12 
and 
= - 钟 + %(JMB - BdD) 
=CdB - 2AdD 
=-八 22 
= 八 1 1 . 
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This proves (1). 
Since ^ is a diffeomorphism, there exists 炉 s.t. A^ ^ 二 屯沪）.Since 炉 must 
be in the form of + uC{x))dx + ^du — ^ dv, we need to determine C{x). 
屯 * ( 沪 ） = - ^ { D d B - BdD) + §dD + {-§dD + ^dC) + 
= - ^ d B + ^dC + ^dD + . 
Since AD - BC = 1’ = 婢 + - DdA) + = 
八21 + Hence C(a:)三 0. 
Assume / = / ( f ^ ) - Using the same local coordinate(where f look like the 
identity) as above, / = 
、 
Then the new ^ is given by 
~ ( A B\ [ f a b \ ( A B\\ 
D ) \\c d) \C D ) ) 
Thus, 
~ ( a 
屯* = L*-^* where g = . 
Since A^, A^ are left invariant, this completes the proof. 
• 
We end this section by finding a ODEs system that determines a projective 
parametrization. 
Let TTi :SL(2) pi and 772 : 5 — M be the bundle projection. Let T(r]) be 
a section in SL(2) and take ry be a (projective) parametrization of p i . Also let 
屯 :SL(2) B be the diffeomorphism for the projective structure. Then a pro-
jective parametrization pi — M is given by f{r])=冗2(屯(r(ry))) and the others 
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are given by fg = 7r2(^(gr(rj))) where g GSL (2) . 
It seems necessary to find first. In fact , this can be avoid. 
Let V = r“悬）be the tangent vector field along the curve and define the 
functions: 
a\r]) = a\ri)=八 12(\/)，a\r]) 二 A^^V^). 
Then the curve 7 =屯 ( r ( r j ) ) E B satisfies the ODEs 
八 ％ * ( | ^ ) ) 二 . 
Therefore, we find a projective parametrization by solving a solution 7 for the 
above O D E s and the projective parametrization is given by / 二 兀2(7). We have 
avoided solving in this procedure. 
A canonical choice of r(r/) = 二 1，召二 ry and C = 0. In this case, 
a^{r]) = 0, a^{r)) = 1 and a^{ri) = 0 . , 
2.2 Cartan bundle and canonical forms 
In this section, we will constructed a "geometric" bundle over a nondegener-
ate C R manifold with a full set of 1-forms attached and the construction depends 
only oil the C R structure of the manifold. So the properties of this bundle give 
rises from the C R structure are invariant under C R diffeomorphism and hence 
characterizes the equivalence class of C R manifold under C R diffeomorphism. 
Let (M2n+i’ 没’沪）be a nondegenerate C R manifold with real 1-form 9, com-
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plex 1-forms 1 < a < n. That is, We have {0，伊’ 0!’ •..，沪’沪} is complex 
linear independent and the 1-forms satisfy: 
(2.9) de^ = Omod 
(2.10) dO = 沪 A + 0 八(/)o 
for some real 1-forms and some functions h^^. Here h^p satisfy h^p = hpa and 
det(h^0) + 0. 
Define 丑2n+2 七。be an (half) line bundle over M with its fiber above each 
X e M is u6 with u G i.e. E = {{x,u9) : x e M,u > 0}. Let tvi : E M be 
the natural projection with 'Ki{x^u9) 二 rc. 
Define uj intrinsically by uj(T) = u0(7ri*T) for T G TE(工身 
By (2.10), duj = + ( - 空 + 如 、 w i t h 沪 , 0 � a r e the natural pull 
back by tti. Rewrite the above equation as 
(2.11) dcj = igapi^" A u ^ + ujA(j) 
where cj" is linear combination of {0,沪]•，小 is real and g^p are constants s.t. 
(*1) 9a0 = Wi-
det(h^p) + 0 今 det(g^p) + 0. 
So, there exists g P � s . t . 
(*2) gapg-"^  = V ^ "a妙"？ = V-
We will denote Up = u'^ Oap, V^ = Kv以“气 C / = C / , . . . , etc in this chapter. 
Here {w, Reu/\ Imuj^, 0} is a basis of the cotangent space of E. 
T h e group G i = 
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/ \ 
1 0 0 0 
< y'' Up 0 0 ga自UpUyJ 二 gp吞 ^ 
v^ 0 u, 0 s is real 
�乂 s igp厅ufv吞—igp&u,vP 1 y 
acts on (a;，a;"，a/，on the left hand side s.t. (2.11) is preserved in the sense 
that if = , a G G i , then dCb = 卢iD"八cD卢 + cD A各 
This group appears in §1.2 which can be identified with G i / K in equation (1.19) 
The equation 
(*3) = g,,分 u.^u'T^ = V 分 〜 乂 = 5 pi 
Define a principal fiber bundle 
y - {(x, = | (a;’ W € E , a G G i } 
over E with G i acts on the fiber. 
dim{Y) = dim(E) + dim{Gi) = (n + 2)^ — 1 and the local coordinates of Y is 
given by , s). And hence the nature projection 兀2 : Y 一五 is given 
by 二 
With the bundle projection 兀2, each of 0 can be defined as 1-forms on 
Y intrinsically as we did in above for u on E and 0} is linear inde-
pendent on Y . 
Since 三 0 mod {uj.u^'} by the integrability of C R structure, we have 
dw�= u/ 00广 + 0；八 
where 1-forms 沪广，0�" are linear combination oi 
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= d u ^ 八 o / + A + w 八 們 + 八 a; + /\ ( J + uj /\ 小、 
= u p r\ - d u ^ + i i f % 0 i J � + 0 ； A ( u f c l )叩 - ( k j a + 幻 
From (*3), 
u^Pu'^ + ifu ^CJP u^ = u^^QP — u^pVPu 
Therefore, 
du^ = Ci}P Au，入u^a小(if _ 虹T + 如ag力⑴ 
+0) A - du^" + i沪 g巧 ( J ) + [Uf^l叩—ckja + v^cf))] 
Rewrite as duj^ ' = GP 伞 ， + Cb /\ (jf^ . Then 小；,(jf are unique up to 
Note that we have 
spanc{a;, a;", o;^, duf) = spanc{w, a)", a)", (j)^} 
s p a n c { a ; , a / ^ a ; � 0 ’ du^.dv^') = spaiic{a), a)'', cD", 0, , } 
d(f)三 Q mod because {a;, a;", 0} forms a basis of complexified 
cotangent space of E. Hence, we have 
二 c；)"八 V^ a + c^s 八妙a + c；)八 V； 
for some 1-forms ijj where ifj is real. 
T h e only ds terms on the LHS is dsAuj, soil； = -ds + ... . Hence we conclude 
spanc{a;, a ; � a ; " , 0 ， d u 自 〜 d v � , dv^, ds} 二 spanc{cI^ uj'^.u^, 
So we have found a set of 1-forms that spans the complexified cotangent space 
of Y . W e will find a subset that is a basis and impose conditions so that their 
exterior derivatives are in special form. 
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From now on, we write a;,a;", • for a),^", 
We now have the structural equations: 
(51) du = iga自Lja /s^ uj百 + � /\ (j) 
(52) cJo;" = o;"^  A + o;八 
The exterior differentiations of (Si) give 
0 = { ！ • ^ 、 + ⑴ N 小a) /\ (J — ig�-曰oja N ⑴,伞，百 ⑴ N 护、 
+ A 八余一 CJ A 
T h a t is, 
(2.12) 
0 = a ; "八 a / 八 — ^ a ^ V + + ⑴八（么以a)§0�八 w召 + iga-p^a / \护 - d c f ) ) 
So 
(2.13) - + = + Ba柄u/^ + C^pU 
From ( 2 . 1 3 )，三 0 mod 0, ^ J } implies 0, (f)^] is in-
dependent and hence {cj, cj", cj'^, 0, (j)^, (jf^ V} is a basis of the complexified 
cotangent space of Y . 
Because (2.12) implies a;八 A a / A i{-4>a^ 一 小0a + 9ap^) 二 •，We have 
( 1 ) f A^p^ - A^p^ = Coefficient of 0；八 cj"八 八 0；) = 0 
[ 召 的 召 二 Coefficient of w 八 cj"八 a /八 0；，二 0 
(ga0) hermitian implies 
(**2) = = and = 如 
Lemma 2.3. We can choose s.t. (f)^ satisfy (S2) and 
(*4) - <f>0a + 9a0(t> = 
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Such ({)�are determined up to u 
Proof. If 0/，0；3" satisfy (S2), then - 广 A a; = 0 and 
余/ = + A A " + 咖 or (f/ps = 0如 + 知的o/Y + CpaUJ. 
Thus, 
- + 9A^4> = -• ' A百 _ 0 、 + 9AP4> 一 _ C^^UJ — AP^^U)^ - CJP&UJ 
= + + 
-A^p^U^ - C^pUJ - Ap^^Up — Cfj&U 
RHS = 0 = o^c'P = + ^a^ witll D -^^  = Dp^. 
So (/)pa = (p'^ a + + (^C^a + D p � u j witli D^^ = D � f u l f i l l the require-
ments (*4) 
• 
Put back (*4) into (2.12), we get 
(S3) dcp = ig�自(pa 八 + ig�百⑴oc 八 0召 + 八• or = 卢八 + io;卢八 + 0；八 
The exterior derivatives of (S2) are 
0 = dun (j)，— off /\ + du /\ (ff" - u d(l)a 
0 = /\(t)，+UJ /\(l)’ — uff rKdcli^ a 
+igp和曰 /\ 小 “ " u /\ (f) (ff" — UJ dcjf". 
So, 
(2.14) 0 = 一 - 小 ； 八 伞 卞 - i g 灼 u � A - - 八 " 一 </> 八 八 ^ 
The exterior derivatives of (*4) give 0 = - d(f)百^^ + ga0{Wpd4>^ 八 w � + 
igp&ujP 八疗 + a;八 VO. Thus 
(2.15) g^-^u Aip = + A cj" + - iga^gap 小 � 八 ‘ p 
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Let us consider 
(2.16) $ J = - •aP A - 切 o r p d A + ig^pcif A a;) + A o / mod u 
or 
屯 a 卢 三 — g P 疗 八 _ 八0召+ 八 卢 + WaP^t^P八⑴。動^ U 
From (2.14), we have 
八 三 0 mod UJ 
From (2.15)，we have 
^ap + ^^a 三 厅 0 a 厅 A — 疗0知八 0时 
三 - g P吞 ( p a s A (f)pp - - (f^pp)八（彻-
三 0 mod u 
Lemma 2.4. If 2-forms satisfy 
(2.17) 电 + ^^a 三 0 mod UJ and 少众卢八 三 0 mod u, 
then 三 疗OJP A mod UJ while 
(**3) SAP 百行=SPAPA = ^APAB and S叫百吞=SPAAP = SP柳 
Proof. Obviously, 三 • 饥 o d {a;,a;"} . So, 三 Xa^W mod u for 
1-forms X a h -
0 三 ^aB + 
三 Xa/S)� ^+ X;§a，^^，^od U 
Therefore, Xafi-y^'^ = 0 rnod {uj,uj^}，in particular XaPj 三• rrwd {a;，a;"’a;"}. 
Prom it, we deduce 
^ap = T_cr�P + S^PP^ujP a mod lu 
+ ^ap 三 0 mod UJ implies 
SapPa = Spaap and T如uf A = 0. 
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八 三 0 mod (jj implies 
^apPa — ^paPa 
• 
As a result, the in (2.16) satisfy � 
(丄丄s) 
= S a ; & � P A mod u . 
A t this moment, 0广’</>�and ijj are not completely determined. If 
and (0；3。，0'。，^0 fulfilling the requirements (S2)(*4)(S3), then 
‘ = + D^^UJ 
(2.19) 二 + D / c j ^ + E^u 
功 = + + EaU^) + Guj 
\ 
(* * 4) with D^p = D如 and G is real. 
Lemma 2.5. There exists unique D^ determined by 
(*5) Sp, = 0 
Proof. Let S := g �百 , D := D:. 
Sap = g鄉‘= g^^Sppaa 二 ^pa 
So {Spa) is hermitian and hence S = g^^S^^ = 如 = S is real. D = 
g^^Df^p = — —D is purely imaginary. 
<J> J - 三 Da八igp抽P rKUja) — iga-au^ DphP 
+igaaD/u;于 A + i S ^ �疗 D / u / 八 o/ 
三 - S'二、ujP A a/ mod u 
T h a t is, 
(2.20) S二 - S'二 = + ig^.D； - - iS^g^fDJ. 
Contracting (2.20), we have 
. Spa - S'p吞=i{gpaD + Dp吞-D-叩-nD,p). 
We want S'p^ = 0 ,so D J satisfy - i S p a = QpaD + (n + 2)Dp^. 
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Contracting again, we get —iS = nD + (n + 2)D = 2{n + l)D. 
Hence, 
(2.21) (n + = -iSp, + i 命 gp 疗 
• 
Now are completely determined by (C4)(C5). 
(2.18) becomes 
(2 22) d^J - 八办p’ - WapUJp + ig^pfP + i S a � , ^ ' A uf 
for some 1-forms 
Put it into (2.14), 
0 = A广 A 0； A + ( 却 " 一 八 - (/)八 )八 0；. 
(2.23) - A — A — A广 A = Ai"八 w 
for some 1-forms 
Put (2.22) into (2.15)， 
(2.24) -g�神=Aa ^ + 入如. 
T h e differentiations of (2.22) give 
-d(P£ A (j)口’ + (f)£ 八 - igapdu'^  + igaaOJ^  A dcfP 
-^ igapdcf)^  八 - 八 + AujP - i S � �干 f A du^ 
= d S ^ p \ u j P A a / + S^^^diJp 八 _ S 二 uf 八 dufa + A cj - A J A da; 
Looking at u f 八 uj厅 terms and ignoring those u f\uf f \ u f terms, 
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-S二uf 八 a;疗八 V + 八 S^uf 八 
A + 八a;厅 A + iS^gpfXJ f\uf 
= d S 二 u P A 0；疗 + S a “ u f A A o ; ^ - 八 a;疗 A 一 A J 八 A 
( 2 2 5 ) _ - 礼 、 〒 K 于 + 
. 三 dSa口, — - + S二小g - mod {t^,oAa;” 
By contraction, 
- iX&p - inX扑 + igpa^^a 
三 dSp,-办疗0/ - S•自 + S二小I^a -
三 mod {a;’aAa;” 
Because we impose the conditions Spa 二 0 in Lemma 2.5， 
入 p 斤 一 … + 1 ) 入 扑 + 办 厅 ； C 三 0 mod 
By (2.24), 
+ + + + 三0 mod {a;,a;",a;"} 
Again contracting, 
(n + 2 ) A / + (n + 1)7坤 + 三 0 mod 
三一 ftp mod {a;’aAa/^} 
So, 
Ap疗三办疗t/; mod {cj ’a/\a;6} 01, A广三一全(5,?/； mod 
Hence we can put 
= + + + 
or \pa = -^palp + Vpali^'^ + + 
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Since + A^p + gp^ijj = 0 mod u in (2.24), Vp祁 + W^ = 0. 
Therefore, 
(2 26) A 冲 = + VpaHOJ^ - V^P-pJ + TTP-AU ^ 
• V = + + . 
Put (2.24) into (2.23)， 
(**5) dS二 - Sj,cf>f — + - V^^a^ 三 0 mod {a;,oAa;” 
We define 
(S4) 八 W + ! V 妙八 cj 
=S二 ujp 八 o;疗 + 八 0； — v i y 八 u 
We look at the effects of changing on 
B y (1.11)， 
I = + E^cu 
I = 1p'+ + EaUJ^) + Gu 
Put it into (S4), 
- iga-p�P 八 E � u j + igapEPu — i S � �吞 A u j P + + EpU^) A u 
= ( 仏 厂 � w 
(2.27) -V:} 二 - 明 Q - i卵p 
Contracting (2.27), 
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- K � = -inEa - qEa = -{n + 
This leads to the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. With fulfilled as in Lemma 2.1, 2.3, there exists unique 
set of <f)°' satisfying 
(*6) = 0 
U p to here, are completely determined and now we look at 却 
Define 
(2.28) 
= -Vp^'pUj '^ 八 cjP + Va时u/ 八 + i/^ 八 0； 
for some 1-forms 
We also look at dip. Differentiate (S3) and using (2.28), 
0 = iga-pdija h - 八 + /\ iJ 
八 du/ + duAilj-ujAdilj 
0 =切。卢c j ) A A + 0a卢0；八 八 - 0。卢0； "八 0々八(/)/ 
-iga自uja A 0 A + ig^puj^ 八 It/； A a / + ig^^puj^  八 v / 一 A a / 
-iga自⑴a A v^^o;^ r^uf - ig�自uja 八 ACJ + ig^-pcp A 八 i J 
+i9ap(t> 八 八 — iOapk'^ - iga^V^y hU^hJ 
八 o / 八 a / + 八…八 — ig�神。八 o;?八 
—IGAP(F>^ 八 0；八 + IQAPUJ^ 八 0；3八"?/^ +0；八 
0 = 0；八（一d� + i i^卢0�八 0 卢 一 i 知 卢 C J " 八 " 卢 一 切 。 卢 + 卢A ( / )卢+ 八 7/；) 
Define 
(2.29) 句 ： = c k l j - ( t ) / \ i ) - 八 = —ig�百 uja 八 ^^  卢-ig�-曰 j/^ 八 + r ;�八 ^^  
for some real 1-form "o. 
Since = 0 were chosen in Lemma 1.4，we differentiate (2.28) to see what 
will happen. 
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- d ( P 八 0 7 � + 八 - # 八 0 � + (/) A + 杯 dua 
=-dVpapNu�ujp -VpyJ^ NujP + /\dujP 
八 a / A a / + V%duj^ 八 w疗一 A do;疗 + A a; - i/"八 oJo; 
W e only look at those u^ 八 terms. 
-K^K + sj-J^i + + \i5p�,i/^ 
=dV% - V%cl)f - V%(t>-J - mod 
Or, 
(2 30) - - + V〜水a _ 
=s，""疗+ 伸 ⑷ + igf>吞- mod {a;’a;"，a;” 
Taking Contraction of above and using (*4)(*6), 
0 三 + mod 
So " a = P^ '^a;^ + mod UJ and (2.30) become 
(**6) dV% - - + V〜-本a - ya^j 三 sj,伞1 mod {o;，0；«>” . 
(2.28) become 
(S5) _ • 
= 八 w + 八 o；厅 + P;u�A a; + Q^J^ 八 tx； 
(2.29) becomes 
( 2 3 1 ) 屯 = 
= i { Q p j U j P 八 0；) — Qp^ujP 八 0；” - i{Pp^ + P^p)cjP A a;疗 + r?八 cj 
for some 1-form 77. 
I f 1/； = -0' + Gu)�then by (S5), we have 
\Gu A = _ 力 ⑴ ， N � 
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Note the LHS of the last equation is Real. 
Lemma 2.7. The real form ip is completely determined by the condition 
( * 7 ) ReP,^ = 0 or ( P � ” P 如 ) 一 二 0 
Finally, we look at 77 as 妙 is completely determined. Differentiate (2.23) and 
focus on ujP A uj^ terms _ 
+ P吞pH - -
=-i(dPpa + dP^p) + + + + - igp,7] mod {a;, a;", a;"} 
{dPpa + dP,p) — (Pp, + - {Pra + iVy)诊" + P^pW 
=-9paV + + '^gocpVlpr 彻 d 
Contracting both side, we get 
0 = —nrj mod {uj^uj^.uj^} 
Since ip is real, 
屯 = d i ) - ( j ) h i p - A 0 卢 
(S6) = iiQiryUjP A a ; ^ - Q-^u'P A u^) — i{Ppa + Pap)uJp 八 w斤 
And we also get, 
(，、 (dPp, + dP^p) - {Pp, + Pap)cf> - (P^a + 厅 — + PlpW 
(* * 7) 
=IgcTpV^U一 + 询 a 自 V l , mod {a;,aAa;” 
We have the following conclusion: 
Theorem 2.2. Let he a nondegenerate CR manifold. 
Then there exists a bundle 叨 i n d e p e n d e n t set of 1-forms 
{a;’a;"’a/，(/>’0/，(/>"’0^V4 satisfy: 
(i) uj, 冲 is real 
(ii) Pull back of by any smooth section describes the CR structure of M 
and the fiber ofY over M is the integral submanifold given by {cj, Re{u/^), Im{u^)} 
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fmj </>�(f)^, ijj are uniquely determined by the structural equations (Si)(S2) (S3) (S4) (S5) (S6) 
and the conditions (*4)(*5)(*6)(*7) 
We restate again the equations in the above theorem. 
(51) duj = ig�自uf^ 八 ( J + uj (f) 
(52) duja = o/Y 八 + 0；八(t)a 
(53) d(f) = iga百(t>a 八 ⑴ 百 • ^ • i g a 百 U J / K ^ I ； 01�d(j) = i(j)艮/\UJ县+iuj百 岭 
(54) d 小 = N^pi + /\(P -igcrpcfP -i5aigp-�r /\uf -�5ai^P /\u 
+ A u - A 0； 
( 5 5 ) 邮 a = (P rK(l)，+(f)/\(f)a - 、 社 uja 
-Vf3%uj^ 八 + v%u/ 八 a ; � P � � � A a ; + Q � 八 cj 
dip = + 2iga百(j)�八 
(56) A u ; ^ - Q-^u'P 八 CJ” - i{Ppa + P疗A u/ 
+ + R咖巧 f\UJ 
with 
(*4) — 0 如 + 9ap(l> = 0. 
(*5) s 时 g 〜 = 0 
(*6) 二 0 
(*7) R e P , - = 0 or (P^p + - 0 
The forms can be put into the way as in the maurer cartan form of S\J(p + 
1 ,^ + 1) and a connection can be defined [2]. 
We will show in next chapter that two nondegenerate C R manifold are locally 
C R equivalence iff there exists a diffeomorphism between the “ geometric" bundles 
and preserves the 1-forms in the above theorem. 
In particular, two analytic C R hypersurface is locally biholomorphic equiva-
lence, i.e. a biholomorphism between some open sets and maps one such hyper-
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surface into the other, iff there is a real analytic mapping between the “ geometric" 
bundle and preserve the 1-forms in the above theorem. 
Remark: T h e construction can be applied to a slightly general situation that 
g^p is allowed to be variable. The major difference is (*4) become d g �百 — — 
(f)如 + g^pcj) = 0 and there are more steps when dealing with the contraction of 
exterior derivatives, liked cjy^". 
2.3 Calculations of real hypersurface in C^  
For a real hypersurface M in C^, we can assume {9,defines the C R structure 
of M . Without loss of generality, we may assume 
(2.32) 沪 = d z ^ and d9 = a¥ + bO A + WX¥. 
We will use the following notation: 
(2.33) df = foO + /i6>i + fi9\ for function f on M 
Exterior differentiation of (2.32) gives: 
0 = he'' A9 AO^ + {b)ie' AO^e^ 
and hence bi = {b)i is real. 
On bundle Y over M , we have 
(2.34) uj = u9, cji = s/uu-^ 6'^  + uv^O and duj = iu'^uj^ mod u with | = > 0 
Replace y j u u ^ and ^^^ by 入 and ji respectively. So we have, 
(2.35) 0；二|入|2 0，0；1：=入(01+/^0). 
(j) is the 1-form such that 
(2.36) duj = iuj^u^ + cj 八 </>. 
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So(f>=-f-(fj-h(b + 制6>1 + ( 6 - i/i 伸 + + + s If we replace 
bfi + bp,-\- s |A|2 by - 2 p , we have 
(2.37) = - 专 - + (6 + ifi)e' + ( 6 - + {-2p)e . 
Since 
duj^ = dx 八 + d(Xfj：) /\ e + 炉 fl + e /\ + 
= ^ A {-dX + — Xfibd) +6 A {-d(Xfi) + XfiW + iidX - iXfj^e—” 
= A ( — f + - bfiO) + a; A ( - f + i/i)内, 
then 
(2.38) dcji = a;i A + a; A 
implies 
(J): = + 〜炉 + A0I + ( - 6 " + AIII + C 丨 入 a n d C/,^ =-F + F(B - + CXO' + EO. 
2Re((f)^^) = 4> implies 
A = b + 2iJjL and ReC = ， 
so 
(2.39) = - f + 〜妒 + (& + mW + i-P + 忍 l"|2 + iD)e and 
(2.40) = - 字 + a(5 一 + + EO. 
T h e last 1-form ip satisfies 
(2.41) = Aa;I+a;八妙. 
In the previous section, we know that we can choose the 1-forms and (f)^  s.t. 
(2.42) + 八 - A (p^ ^ Au = 0. 
In particular, — + 3帕i Auj^ - = 0. 
+ - ( b - + (Ai I 乂 + 2iD)e. 
Looking at A d'^  terms of - + A cj! - A (f)^ . This gives 
-bi — (6)i — 4 |/i|2 -2D-Sd-3d = 0 and hence D = — 夺一字 . T h e n 
(2.43) = - f + ifiO' + (6 + 2ifi)e' + (-P + - \ibi)9 and 
(2.44) = - f + f{b - - + E9. 
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Now look at 0 terms of - + A — 八（/)[ We get 
0 = bo + + b(3i \n\ - {bi) + 3ifl{p + + i\bi) + 3i\E - 3i (b + ift). 
Therefore, E = + ^ i f j , - \ibifi + ^l) where l = bii- bib - 2ibo and 
(2.45) 
= 一 ^{b — + {p+li + \ibi)e' + (p/i + - \ihifi + ll)9). 
By (2.41) we have, 
功 -
= d c j ) — iu)^ 八 _ 八 cjl 
二 (1)00 + b-身 + idp) A + {bo9 + b斤-idfi) A - 2c/p A 0 
-2p(.泊 1 八 + 0 八 + b9^)) 一 i{\9' + Xfi9)八-{(dfi - il{b + ifl)9' 
H p - l"|2 - + (PA - W IMI' + i^hf i + I W 
ii(d/2 - fi.{b - + + + 
+ (p" + i'i/x - i^bifi + 11)0) A (.W + XJU0). 
Thus, 
(2.46) 
V 二 I^pdp + — ifidfi + {-2ifLp + fi - 2bp - ib |"|2 + \bifi + bo- 沪 …-
+(2w + “ - •?J>p + fb + Ibiii + bo + lil)9' + GO] 
for some real G. 
We have 
(2.47) - (ji)八 - 八 + l‘ip 八 cji = i V ^ i 八 w + 八 w and 
(2.48) dip-(p A 4)- A � I 二 -i.2RePi a^;^  Au^ + (R^u^ + Riu^)八 w. 
Taking exterior Differentiation of (2.42) and using structural equations (2.36) 
(2.38) (2.47) (2.48)，we obtain 二 0. 
That 's Pi 1 is real. 
A s a result, we can choose • s.t. P^^ = 0 . 
Looking at the 9 A terms of (2.47), it gives 
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(2 49) G = 2p2 + 11乂 - lb： |"|2 + - ifil) + 鼓(6i)2 
where g = bm — ^ibio is real. 
Remark: 1. W e need these formula 
-foi + fio + bfo = 0 
-foi + fio + bfo = 0 
-fn + fn+ifo = 0 
which are derived for ( f f . 
2. T h e result that P^^ is real does not depend on the C R manifold is em-
bedded into C2. For 
abstract 3-dimensional C R manifold, Pi is real since we 
only use the structural equations in the above arguement. Indeed, P^^ =尸如， 
see appendix of [2] for detailed. 
Since all the chosen 1-forms are completely determined, we look at Qi and 
RI. Looking at the 0 八 terms of (2.47), it gives 
(2.50) A2 |A|2 Q ? 二 q:= l(2bl - h) where RHS is a function on M. 
Remark: We can show that XX^Q^ must be a function on M using structural 
equations and the fact that + ^ = (p^ ^ + ^ ^ ^ ^ is in the span of {a;，a;i’a/}. 
Consider the exterior derivative of (2.47) with P^^ = 0 and using structural equa-
tion (2.36) (2.38) (2.42) (2.47)(2.48). We obtain 
o;)八 u;i — I?/; A = dQ^^ Au^Auj + Q^^u^ /\uj- QiUJ^ 八 o;八 
and hence d Q ? f \ u - 八 o ; 八 • - Q-^iJ 八 a ; 八 二 钟 A c j 八oA 
So Q? does not depend on p, ii and dQ?三一長入+ -令Q^cJA mod 
T h e n 梨 = - 全 a n d 響 = - j Q - , ' . Fixing x on M , we find that Qj^ 二 
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is a solution. To show that Qj i must be in the form, letting q = Qj^AA^. 
It is easy to see that q is independent to A. 
We continue to look at Ri , Taking exterior differentiation of (2.47) gives 
d Q ? A cji A 0； - 八 a ; 八 • - Q^o;! A o;八 </)ii = ^Ricj'^ ACJAU;^ .Therefore, 
dQj^ = S Q i ^ ^ + QjVi^ + + + 
Let L be a vector in tangent space TM of M s.t. 9\L) = 1，d(L) = 0，e'^ (L) = 0. 
Define L = f + X ^ . ^ M + = I + ( “ 2 询 悬 — i f f y 
W i t h this L, we find that ^Ri = L ( Q j i ) = 仍 
In particular, if Q一 = 0，then Ri = 0. 
In this chapter, we have expressed the canonical 1-forms in local coordinates. 
Namely, 
‘ u =丨入|2没 
cji = A(沪 + ii9) 
(j): - - f + iiio' + {b + 2iji)d' + (-P + - \ih)e 
01 = -{[dfi - ii(h - ifi)e' + (p + li + \ibi)d' 
(左叫 1 - -
ip = r^[2dp + ifidfl — ifidii 
+ ( - 2 w + A - 2bp - ih I…2 + Ihili + 6 o -
+(2w + “ - 2bp + ib + \bifi + � + 
+(2p2 + i I乂 - Ibi 
� mnd - ijjd) + + \{-g - |6|2 hi + 66-11 + hbiim 
where cW 二 W � ¥ + bd /\ G�+ 2 H e ( V ) = 0, A = M 二 
-2p = bfi + bfL + s |A|2，I = bu - bbi - 2i6o’ g = — |咖 o and 小 二 SRecj):. 
4 
Structural equations become 
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‘ -
duj = iuj^uj^ + UJ /\(f) 
• dtji = cji 八 + cj 八 
= ALJ^ + h (fi - UJ 
(2.52) < _ 
dip = + 2i(f)�八 
I ({b+in)ili-2bl)+2b-,l+2bl-,-l,-,^i + {b-ip,){k-2bT)+2bJ+2bh-lu )八� 
Chapter 3 
Geometric consequences and 
chain 
W i t h the Cartan bundle, we can look for invariances of a C R structure. 
3.1 CR equivalence problem 
A consequence of Cartan's construction is the following theorem that helps us to 
solve the local equivalence problem of C R hypersurface. 
Theorem 3.1. Any CR diffeomorphism (p : M M lifts to a fiber preserving 
diffeomorphism $ : F —^ y s.t. the canonical 1-forms in Cartan's construction 
are preserved under i . e . 龟 、 添 护 , 奶 = 
Proof. Let {<9,0^} define the C R structure of M. Define 9 = if*(9) and 伊 二 
Without loss of generality, assume dO = ig 
’ j a 八妒 + “ 如 for some 
constants g^^ and some real 1-form And hence we also have d6 二 ig�自d�八 
没卢 + 6> A 00 with = 00-
66 
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Define a fiber preserving map : E E with 
(3.1) = = 
where x e M and u> 0. i.e. "^{x^u) = {(p{x),u). 
{ue, v ^ 0 � 一 空 +(/)。}，{滅 v ^ 如 ， + are well defined 1-forms on E and 
E . It is easy to see that ^"{uO, v^和’-专 + 0o} = { u 9 , - 尝 + 0o}. 
Define a fiber preserving map $ : y —> "K by 
(3.2) _ 
^{{x, uO), uf • 曰 + v'^ue, - f + 00 + igp-a�P”-�V^妒-igpa^vPy/^d'^ + sue) 
=(>i'(a：, ud), + 
( 扩 1)*(—奢 + 00) + — + s(屯 
=(((^(rr)’ u句’ w/v^妒+ ! ； 、 式 - f + 00 + igp-aUf^'v^^e^ - igp-^v^^W + suQ) 
where Q a ^ u ^ u f =办厅，s is real. i.e. — 
Again, we have 
+ v^'ud, + 00 + igp-^u^v^s/^^ - igp河…僻口 + suO}= 
{u9, + v'^ue,+ 00 + igp-au^v^yf^Q^ - igp^vP^iQ'^ + 
i.e. = 
B y uniqueness of Cartan's construction, we must have = 
as they satisfy the same structural equations. • 
Here we have an application of the theorem. Let M is a C R manifold and 
ip .. U y is a C R diffeomorphism preserve x where V subset of M and 
contain the same point x. Introduce local coordinates of M near x and take x 
to the origin. If is a mapping preserve origin s.t. dip\o = Id and its second 
order partial derivatives at origin is zero, then we can prove that if is the identity 
map. 
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Let {0, define the C R structure of M s.t. dO = i知為和八妒 + S A 如 with 
{Oap) constants and real 1-form Define (/>o} = Then there 
exist $ on y s.t. u9), u^y/uO^ + v'^uO, - ^ + (f)o + igp^u^v^^e^ — 
= ((ip(x), u O ) , - 空 厅 〜 疗 V ^ 妒 -
igpa^VPy/u9^ + sue). 
R H S of above equation can use 沪，</>�} to express and see how $ effect on Y. 
However, we can just check the relationship between { 0 , 0 o } and 
at the origin to prove our claim. 
Assume, 
9 = ae 
和 = y / R a曰 a e / } + a ” 
00 二 - f + 00 + iy^gpaa^'b^e^ - i^Qp^apPd'^ + caO 
where a, a^,沪，c are functions of M with a > 0, gpcd^a^ =如，，c real. 
Let {^7, L " } be a set of vector fields s.t. U is real and 
0(U) = 1 ， = 0, = 0, O^(L^) = 0，沪 ( I/ ) 二 (W-
T h e n , a = e(U) = 却 - i ( C 7 ) )，办 a 容 = 如 ( l / ) = ( 却 = 
= A t origin, dip is identity. So a = 1, a / 二 二 0 at 
origin. Moreover, da = 0 at origin. 
T o show this, express 6 = YlT'^^ Skdx'' with coordinate 工 二 (0：1’.. •，工之“+” 
and write if as ( ( p V • . ， T h e n 6 = ip*{9) = E^ii � 9 裝 血 ' = 
E t t ' Tidxi where 7} = Y Z V S k O ^ 
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_ S s 
Since 6 = we have a = — = ^ and at origin, 
M =哨-Si � — 
dIJ (sTj^ — u 
肪 勞 = 石 k i and = 0 by assumption. 
Finally, put U into 0o and get c = 0 at origin. So $ preserve the fiber over the 
origin. Since identity is an mapping from Y to Y and preserve </>, cj)^, 0"，妙}• 
So we conclude 少 is identity and so is (p. 
T h e converse of Theorem 3.1 is : 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . Let <J> : V —^ y be any map with 
{cD, cD", 护 , 奶 = o A 0，0/ ’ r,杯 
Then there is a CR diffeomorphism ip : M M that has $ as its lift. 
Proof. First, we note that is a diffeomorphism since {a;, 0’ 
spanned the complexified cotangent space. 
If $ is the lifting of some (p, then it must be a fiber preserving map. It is true 
as fiber FX over any x E M is the integral submanifold of Y which is defined by 
the closed differential ideal 
Moreover, we can define the quotient map (p of $ from M to M. Pick any 
r � � 
smooth section F in Y , i.e. x —>• (x, u(x), u^(a:), v^(x),s{x)) and let 亓 ： 一 iW" 
is the bundle projection. 
Define (P : M ^ M with ^p{x) = tt{^(T{x))). Note that (p八Z^M) is n-
dimensional: r * ( T x M ) is transverse to the fibers of Y and so ^S*ITXM) is 
transverse to the fibers of Y. Hence is a diffeomorphism. 
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开 is a diffeomorphism from $ o r ( M ) to M. So there is a smooth section f of 
M s.t. f o y? 二 o r . Consider o r)*(cj) = ( f o ipY[Cj). 
LHS = r*{uj) = u{x)9{x) 
RHS = ^p'{u{x)e) = u{ip{x))ip*{d). 
Similarly, we get + = u � y /妒^ + v � 0 . And hence ip is C R 
diffeomorphism. • 
Before we end this section, we show that any local automorphism of QH is 
the projective linear map of an element of SU(p + 1, + 1) and hence is a global 
automorphism and is restriction of a biholomorphic map. In particular, it is real 
analytic mapping. Although we have shown that biholomorphic automorphisms 
of are the projective linear maps of SU(7i, 1) using H. Cartan lemma, but it 
is not so trivial that every C R automorphism of or Qj must be the restric-
tion of biholomorphic automorphism. This provides some evidence of looking at 
SU(p + 1’ + 1) during the Cartan's construction. 
First note that S U ( p + 1, q + l)\s the Cartan bundle over QH and its Maurer 
Cartan form is the combination of the canonical forms of the bundle. Assume Lp is 
a C R diffeomorphism from Ux to Vy with x e Ux C QH and y eVy C QH- Then 
(f lifts to $ which maps some M^ to some My where matrix M^ GSU(p + 1 ’ g + 1 ) 
projects to x and matrix My e S U ( p + l ’ g + 1) projects to y and preserve the 
canonical forms. Take g = M^'^My be an element in SU(p + l ’ g + 1) that the 
right action Rg maps M^ to My and preserve the Maurer Cartan form. Then 
both of Rg and $ preserve the canonical forms and map M^ to My. By Lemma 
2.1, Rg = on the domain where $ defined and hence is a projective linear 
map of SU(p + 1 , 5 + 1). 
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3.2 CR manifolds of dimension 3 
f 1�2 
In §2.3, we have shown Q^ = 赤 = y for some function q on base space 
M^ even if M is an abstract C R manifold. If we change 9,0^ at the start of 
the Cartan's construction, then the new q is different from q. However, they are 
either both zero or both nonzero. So we called q a relative invariant. We now 
discuss the consequences of q identically zero or nowhere zero on an open set. 
Theorem 3 .2. Any two CR manifolds with q = 0 are locally CR equivalent 
In particular, they are locally CR equivalent to hyperquadric Q. 
Proof. Let 三 0 on M . Thus Q-^ 三 0 and 三 0 on Y . So the structural 
equations of -0} have constant coefficients. The same holds on M 
and Y. So Theorem 2.1 show that there exist a $ between Y and Y and preserve 
the forms. B y the above lemma, we obtain a C R diffeomorphism if between M 
and M . 
T h e second part is to check Q with q 三 0. For Q = {z,u + we have 
e = du+izdz-izdz = dz and d9 = 八 That 's , we have b 三 0 and hence I, q 
identically zero on Q where b, I are introduced in section 2.3 . So we are done. • 
Take any section P : M y , r ( x ) = (x, u{x), u^^ {x), v^ {x),s{x)). Let 
{ " , ” i ’ " 2 ’ " 3 ’ " 4 } = r*{a;，a;i,0ii，0i，7/;}. Then satisfy 
- -
dr] = iifiji + r;八（7/2 + r]^) 
drji = /\ rf + Tj /\ if 
< 时 二 —iif八ryi + 2ir)^八”乏_讨八” 
dif = if /\rf — W A + Q(x)r}^ 八” 
、 = (772 + T]^ ) A RY^^ + 2IR]^  A RY^  + + R{X)R}^) A T] 
We can impose conditions to these forms so that we can obtain a distinguished 
set of forms which characterize the C R structure of C R manifold. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let the 1-forms ry, if describe the given CR structure and, in ad-
dition, satisfy dr] = iif- A 77^ . 
Then there are unique forms, 77^,77^, rf and unique function Q{x), R{x) such that 
(3.3) rf" is imaginary and rf is real 
(3.4) dT^ i = 7/1 八 + 巧八 ” 3 
(3.5) dif = -irf A r]^ + 2ir}^ 八 rj含-^r/^ 八” 
(3.6) drf = if 一 ^ rf A V + Q(咖丄八 ” 
(3.7) drf = 2irf + (R(xW + R{xW)八” 
Proof. Taking 9 = 7], = 77^  and writing We now choose 
s{x) and so we obtain a section s.t. pull back of {a;，a;i，(/)ii,</)i’^ 0} 
by section F is {77,7/^77^,77^,77''} satisfied (3.3) to (3.7). Note 00 = 0 in this case 
for which 0o satisfies = 访 1 八 + 0 八 
Since we want the pull back of {cj, o/} is {”，r/}, so we just take u 二 1，w/ 二 
= 0. To make Re rf = 0, taking s = 0. This completes the existence part 
of the lemma. 
T h e uniqueness part is similar to Cartan's construction on Y, but now on M. 
Let 时 = a o i i ] 八 + 601^ 八 r?玉 + cn?/ 八 rfi Let 7]^  = A^r] + B^rj^  + C^v^ for 
J = 2 ,3 ,4 . 
From (3.3)，we have ReA^ = 0 = B^ = and B^ = C l 
(3.4) determined and gives B^ - A^ = aoi. 
(3.5)-(3.5) determined and 
( 3 . 5 ) + ( 3 ^ determined B l 
(3.6) determined A"^ and Q. 
Finally, (3.7) determined R. • 
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Lemma 3.3. If the relative invariant g 0 then there are precisely two choices 
of (77,77^) that satisfy 
(i) 77 and ij^ describe the given CR structure. 
(a) drj = irf A rj^ 
(Hi) the unique function Q in above lemma is identically one 
Proof. We start with some that describe the C R structure and satisfy d9 二 
访 1 A e \ We adopt the notation df = foO + f^d^ + fi9\ 
Then cu = a/ = ^m^^e^ + uv^e and (j) = + iui V 沪 - i ^ v ^ O ^ + suO. 
As ill the remark in previous chapter, Q ="(：】。）• So we must take u = 
< =已(iff)全,W 二 i 咖 圣 ( 勞 + f ) and s = + f ) where e = 士 1. 
Then the pull back i f , j f , ^f satisfy the condition in Lemma 3.2 with the 
unique function Q = 1. 
There are two choices, namely, (ry, r"’"2，r/^r/^) and {rj, -rf.v'^)- 口 
Thus when <7 0 we can find two sets of forms ( j j ,”! and 
(77, -y^if, —773’ 77” that satisfy structural equations in Lemma 3.2 with Q = I-
Let us call these forms the distinguished sets of 1-forms, or we may just as well 
call (77,771) and (77, -rj^) the distinguished sets of 1-forms. 
Let M, M are C R manifolds with Let {jj,if�and (f?,^^) be a distin-
guished set of 1-forms on M , M respectively. 
Lemma 3.4. A map (p : M ^ M is a CR diffeomorphism iff 
= T] and = 77I or 二 —rji 
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Proof. If (/? satisfies either set of equations then it is a C R map. Further, (p*{fj 八 
if A fj” = 7] A A — 0 and so is a C R diffeomorphism. 
Conversely, let (/? be any C R diffeomorphism. Consider the distinguished set 
on M. Note 巧’乃丄’炉，炉’乃4} is a distinguished set on M. So by 
uniqueness of the above lemma, we have <f*{fj) = rj and either =“工 or 
伸 ） = • 
Theorem 3.3. Let x £ M with q{x) + 0 and let M be any other CR mani-
fold. For each point y £ M there exists at most two CR diffeomorphism of a 
neighborhood of x to a neighborhood of y that take x to y. 
Proof. If : M —^  M , then = r] and either = r/i or (p*{fj^) = —r/ for 
(77, rj^),(力，巧1) distinguished set of near x and y respectively. But we know that 
at most one map for each case according to Lemma 2.1. So there are at most two 
maps in total. • 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let x e M with q(x) + 0. There exists at most one CR 
diffeomorphism from M to itself, besides identity, that fixed x. 
W e now look closer to the distinguished sets for q ^ 0. Let us start with a 
distinguished set {77,77^77^,77^,77^)}. If we express r f . r f . r f in terms of ri,r}i,rf, 
then 
rf = arj^ — at]^ + i^r] 
rf = + arf + TT] 
if = i 亍 — irr]^ +�77 
for some functions a , (5,7’ cr, r , 4 with p, 7 , ^ are real. And for {ry, -77^, 77^ , -rf, 
we have 
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rf = -Q:(-77^) + a{-ri^) + i^r] 
—if = + cF{—rf) - TT) 
rf = —if (-ryi) + iT{-r)^) + r^] 
T h e nine functions {Rea, Ima, (3,7, Recr, Ima, Rer, ITUT,�} are invariants (except 
possibly for sign) of a C R structure. If any three are independent, then these three 
provide an invariantly define coordinate system (except possibly for sign). Any 
C R diffeomorphisms must be the identity in such coordinates (with suitable choice 
of distinguished set). We use this to prove the following result. 
Theorem 3.4. Let M, M be CR manifolds and assume q nowhere zero on some — ― — — 
open set V C M . Further assume three of {Rea, Ima, 7 , Rea, Imd, Re干,Im干, 
form a coordinate system on M. 
For each x G M, there are at most two CR diffeomorphism taking a neighborhood 
of X into V. 
Proof. Since a distinguished set map to another distinguished set by a C R dif-
feomorphism, so we must have q{x) + 0 otherwise, no C R diffeomorphism from 
X into V exists. 
U if :V to ip{V) C is a C R diffeomorphism with V C M, then (3 = Poip^ 
1二3o^p、（J = a o ^ p , t = lc>ip,OL = dcd o r = 士 r o ip. 
Let say Hed, /md,/3 form a coordinate system of M . Then either a(a:) 二 
a{^p{x)), p = y§((/?(x)) or a{x) = —d((p(x)), (5 = p{^p{x)). So there are at most 
two points that there may be C R diffeomorphisms from x to these points. For 
the first case, we must have ip* (fj) = 77 and = r]^. And for the second case, 
if* (17) = 77 and = — i f . So we have at most two C R diffeomorphism from 
X into V . 
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• 
For q ^ 0, Theorem 3.3 allows two diffeomorphisms from x e M to y e M 
while in the argument of Theorem 3.4, the two diffeomorphism are not necessarily 
mapping x E M to same point in M. We will look at what might follow if assume 
for all a: G M the two possible diffeomorphisms in Corollary 3.3.1 exist. We need 
two more lemmas. 
Lemma 3.5. Let 77^ ,77^ ,77^  be independent 1-forms on an connected open set U 
in and if 八 drf nowhere zero. For any function f，write df = XlLi fi水 
// / i , /2 = 0 on U, then df = 0 on U and hence f is a constant. 
Proof. Consider cPf and get df^ 八 r f + fjdrf = 0. Therefore, /a = 0 and hence 
df = 0. 
• 
Lemma 3.6. For <7 — 0，a, ^ ,7 , cr, r,^ are defined above for a distinguished set 
of 1-form. 
If a and r are identically zero on some open set, then 7, <7, ^ are constants on 
this open set. 
Proof. Let { 7 7 , 7 7 ^ , 7 7 ^ } be the distinguished set of 1-form with 
rf = i^Tj 
jf = ijr)^ + ar]^ 
'rf = Ol 
as a , r = 0. 
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Consider the structural equation of dy^, we obtain dj3 A r} = 0 and 87 = -/3. 
» 
T h e first one implies = 0. Since rj drj 一 Q, so (3 is constant by the above 
lemma. So 7 is a constant too. 
« 
Consider the structural equation of 向3，we obtain cti = 0，||(j|p = 千 — 
and (7o = 1 — 2i/?cr. We also have croi = 0 as a consequence. Compute d(da) and 
looking at 77O A ryi’ we have ctqi = (Tia = 0. So a i = 0. Again using above lemma, 
(7 is constant and ^ too. 
• 
Theorem 3.5. Assume q ^ 0 on M. If for each x ^ M, there is a CR diffeomor-
phism except for an identity from a neighborhood of x to another neighborhood of 
X that leaves x fixed. 
Then M admits a transitive three-parameter family of local automorphisms. 
Proof. If is a C R diffeomorphism from M to itself, different from the identity, 
that leaves x fixed, then (f{jf) = r] and = — w i t h (77,77^ ) is a distin-
guished set of 1-forms. So j3 = l3o (p, y = = = ^ o (p and 
a 二 —ao(^，r = —TOip. In particular, Q;(a:) = —a{x) and r{x) = —t{X). We can 
apply the above lemma and conclude dif = CITJ八if +0217八77I with constants Ci,C2. 
B y Proposition 2.1, there is a transitive three-parameter family of C R diffeo-
morphisms preserving 77,77^ • 
Proposition 3.1. Assume that for each x G M, M a CR manifold, there are 
two distinct CR diffeomorphisms leaving x fixed and neither of them is identity. 
Then M admits a transitive eight-parameter family of local diffeomorphisms. 
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Proof. For the assumption, we know that q{x) = 0 Vrc 6 M by Corollary of 
T h e o r e m 3.3. So by Theorem 3.2, M is locally C R equivalence to hyperquadric 
Q and hence admits a transitive eight-parameter group of local diffeomorphisms. 
• 
3.3 Definition of chains 
In this section, we define a family of curves which is invariant under C R diffeo-
morphisms. 
W e start with QH and treat S U ( p + l,q + l) as the Cartan bundle on it with 
the set of caonoical forms { 0 ； ’ 0 ； ® ， ( ^ ， . 
A d o p t the notation (C，C') = C^HC* as in chapter 2. 
/ Ao \ 
Let A = . . . €SU(p + 1’ g + 1) with Ak G for /c = 0’ . . .，n + 1. 
\ A i + i j 
T h e n 
{AO,AN+I) 二 一臺，（4a，4/3) = HA,P for 1 < Q,/? < n, = | and 0 for other cases. 
T h e n the complex hyperplane tangent to QH at [ A � ] are in the form {[A°Ao + 
A M i H h 入 M n ] I A' G C , at least one A' nonzero}. T h e complex line passes 
[Ao] that traiisverses to complex tangent have the form {[A^Aq + 入 ( C i A i + 
. . . + I G C , at least one nonzero} with constants C^ G C , 
/c 二 l，...,n + 1 a n d + 0. 
T h e intersection of QH wi th a complex line L transverses to the complex tan-
gent hyperplane is called a chain. It is easy to see that L is transverse to the 
complex tangent plane at every point on the chain. 
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Without loss of generality, assume L = {[/\o>Ao + Now if 
丨 M^)、 
••• : L — S U ( p + l，g + l ) 
is a section for L s.t. Aq, An+i G span{>lo, An+i} and = for a = 1 , . . . , n , 
then dAk = X i r i ? '^k^i for A; = 0 , . . . , n + 1 restricted to this section give 
dAo = T T � �而 + E ? 兀 + 7r�"+l人+1 = T T � �各 + V ' ^ n + l 
and 
dAn+l = 7 r „ + i � i � + + 兀n+l"+l人+1 = + 
Hence = 0 = 
Since a chain here depends on a complex 2-space spanned by AQ, An+i in 
there are in total 4n-parameter for the family of chains in QH-
If H is positive definite or negative definite, then QH are biholomorphic to 
炉n+i by a projective linear map and complex lines in are invariant under 
projective linear map. Since complex line cut with is a circle and circle is 
preserved under projective linear map, so the chains of QH are circles in 
and hence circles or straight lines in 
For general C R manifolds, we can generalize chains using a differential system. 
Definition 3.1. Let (M, H) be a CR manifold and Y be the a bundle on it with 
forms in Cartan's construction. A chain L is any curve in 
M which is the projection of an integral submanifold of the ideal generated by 
He(0。)， 
From (S2)(S5) in chapter of Cartan's construction, we see that {CJ", 
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generates a closed differential ideal. Notice that chains are tranverse to H. 
On an integral submanifold N given by a;" = 0 = 
du = u; /\(t), d(f) = (J Nil；, = (f)^ A (j)^ - 八 0； and # = </> 八 
In particular, 
(3.8) d i M - 二 - i V ^ ) A - \5p�~). 
Hence, the integral submanifold N is foliated by integral submanifolds of (f)^ 
which are of dimension 3. Notice that the projection of these integral submani-
folds are same as N and hence is the chain L we just defined. 
If N^ is an integral submanifold given by a;" = 0 = = — the 
restriction of real 1-forms a;，0，^0 has the derivatives 
(3.9) duj = (jj d(j) = u /\ij) and dij) = (f) h ip. 
Let 八 1 =金0，八2 = -^uj and A^ = — • 也 then 
dA' = - A 2 A A3，dA2 二 -2八1 八八2 and dA^ = 2八1 八 A^. 
Therefore, A^ provide a projective structure of the chain and hence the chain 
open 
has a family of projective parametrizations { / | f ： Uf C C P —^  L} s.t. 
if f j Q are two element that have range in common, /一i o g is a projective linear 
map of C p i . 
In the later part of this chapter, we will focus on real hypersurface in C^. 
Recall 
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‘ a ; = 
= A(0i + fiO) 
= - f + + (6 + + ( - P + - \ibi)e 
< = -{[dfi - fi{b - + (p + l i + \ibi)e' + (pfi + l i i J . - \ihfi + ll)9] 
ip = j^l^dp + ifidp, - ip.dfi + {-2ifLp + fl - 2bp - ib + + bo-
+(2w + f l - 2bp + ib + ^bifi + 6o + 
、 +(2p2 + 1 - ib, I 乂 + 一 zpl) + 鼓 + l ( - g - \b\‘ 6i + bb-n + bbuM 
with de = i炉 A + A + 石0 八炉. 
Then 务，悬，悬 are in the tangent space of any integral submanifold N of 
{uj\(p\uj\ (fi}. SoN must be in the form {(x(t), fi{t), X, p}. Note that a ; ( f ) + 0， 
so x{t) give a parametrization of the chain L and transverse to H where the H 
here describes the C R structure of M. 
On N , Lji = 0 implies 
(3.10) = -110. 
Then becomes 
杀 1 = - 全 [ 办 一 - + + + + {pfi + - \ibiii + ^1)9] 
=一女 + - - libui^ + 幽 . 
Hence 二 0 implies 
(3.11) dfi = ( � - + '-ibifi - l i )e . 
Therefore, a curve L = is a chain if there exists complex function ii{t) 
satisfied (3.10)(3.11). So we can obtain a chain by solving the system of first 
O D E s with given initial data xo,iJ,o. Since { 0 ， R e 伊 f o r m s a basis, "o are 
specifying the initial direction of 奢 but not the speed. 
Proposition 3.2. Through each point XQ e M, and each direction transverse to 
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H, there passes a unique chain. 
Note = f{x{t),x'{t)) for some function f by (3.10). Then (3.11)，becomes 
d{f(x{t),x'(t)) = Fix(t),x'{t)) 
for some function F. 
So the is a chain if x{t) satisfies a certain second-order ODE. 
We have called that a complex line transverse to the complex tangent hyper-
plane of Q = {Imw = cuts with Q is a chain at the beginning of this chapter. 
Here we shown that this is consistence with our definition with differential system. 
Proposition 3.3. The chains on Q are the intersections of Q with complex lines. 
Proof. First, we check that complex lines intersects with Q gives a chain. 
On Q,0 = idr = ^dw - izdz and = dz. So dO = iO^ A OK Hence 6 = 0 and 
hence I = g = 0. (3.10)(3.11) becomes 
= - l i 9 and d/j, = 
For a complex line Az + Bw = C , we have Adz + Bdw = 0. At the intersection 
of this line and Q, AO^ + B{29 + 2iz9^) = 0’ set “ = AMB^^ we have 沪 = - j j A 
By dz = —JiO on the intersection, we have djji = 
Since at any fix {zo,Wo) e Q and any /IQ, we can choose A, B, C s.t. the 
intersection of Q with the complex line Az + Bw = C is the chain with these 
initial conditions. So by the last proposition, the intersection is the only chain 
with these initial conditions. So all the chains of Q come from intersecting of 
complex lines with Q. • 
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Indeed we can solve all the chains explicitly. 
Using coordinates x = {z, u) + 炉 = d z and 9 = ^{du + izdz — 
izdz) 
Since = jld/i + ^dp, = p,{ifi\ii\'^6) + ij,{-ifi\fi\'^6) 二 0 on a chain, so \fi\ is 
constant along the chain. 
If /Li 0, we can choose the time parameter t on a chain, s.t. 
em=^ 
and so 
=-去 and 蟹 = ifi . 
T h a t is, 
du _ _2 4. iz^l 
dt — |m|2 ^^ dt 卞 6力 dt 
^ dz _ 1 
\ -TT = —— 
(it 
、 罢 = 《 卜 
If the initial condition is given as 
u(0) = uo, 2(0) = 20 and /LI(0) = 
the solution to the O D E s is 
fi{t) = i/e“ 
< z{t) = ！ e ” (卻 -舍） 
‘ u{t) = - ， e - 议 - f e“ + |4^(e-“ - e“) -huo + f + f . 
If 1.1 = 0, then z = ZQ for some constant ZQ and hence is a straight line in u 
direction. 
W e come back to the discussion of projective parametrization. 
A s s u m e N^ is an integral submanifold s.t. the restriction of -全(/> 
is zero on it and N^ has a bundle projection to L induced by the projection from 
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y to M, 
On = - f i e and = ( � | " | 2 - + iibjfj, - ^1)0, hence 
(3.12) 
‘ a ; = |Aj2没 
0 = -d(/n|A|2) - {hii + b]2 + 2p)9 
妙 = j ^ [ 2 d p + i^i{-ifl\fi\' - &|"|2 - 鄉 - 1 1 ) 0 - 讽 - 6|"|2 + ！伪i" - ll)9 
+{-2i}2p + ft |"|2 - 2bp - ib\fif + 細 + bo -羞均(一“)没 
< +(2w + “ - 2bp + ib |"|2 + l&i" + 6o + 
+(2p2 + i 一 i6i |"|2 + 1 ( _一例 - ) 
= + (2p2 + i I川4 + 2[bfi + bfi)p - |"|2 
� +IM - mi) - - bofl + 钱(&i)2 + li-g - |6|2 bi + bb-n + bbuM 
In particular, if 6 = 0 then 
a; = |A|2没 
(j) = -diln\X\'^) - 2p9 
while if " = 0, 
⑴=|A|2没 
• = -d{ln\\p) - 2p9 
^ = + + + l(-g - \bf bi + bb-n + bbu))9] 
Assume L = so fi, 6, g, I are functions of t. Since only |Ap ap-
pears in the above form on we let r = |Ap. We are seeking a curve 
(7(7]) = ix{r}),r{rj),p{r])) in N^ with 
(3.13) A i ( 靠 ) = 轰 ) = 0 ， A 2 ( 彭 = 二 1 and = - • 树 尝 ) = 0 . 
We can see that the projection of {cr(r/) = (x(r]),r(7]),p('rj))} is L, and r] —>• 
x{rj) is a projective parametrization. 
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We are actually solving the system 
‘ re{%) = v ^ 
(3.14) {-d{lnr) - ( 5 + 2p)e)[%) = 0 




S = hfi + bp, 
� r = 1 - + - ijll) - bofi - IOJJL + + 1(1 - |&|2 hi + + hhn). 
In solving the above ODEs, 5, T are thought of some given functions of rj. 
To solve the system, we can first choose the parametrization x{t) of the chain 
by requiring = 1 and then determine r] as a, function of t. So 
赠 = e m 智 ” = o r � 
So we are looking for the real functions r{t), p{t),r]{t) with the t chosen above, 
that satisfy 
(3.16) + 5 + = 0 
2 f + (2p2 + 2Sp + T) = 0 . 
It is easy to eliminate r, p. So ri(t) are the solution of 
(3.17) y(ri) = | - f - f 
where y is the Schwarzian, 
(3-18) = 1(^)2 • 
^ is another solution if and only if t] = ^^， for some constants a, 6, c, d. 
Let us work out an example of chain with a projective parametrization for the 
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hyperquadric Q. Again, = dz and 9 = + izdz - izdz). So du = iu^ 八 
and hence 6 = 0. In this case, 
2 2 4 4 I川 
and is a constant on the chain. 
By inspection, 7)^ (1) = is a solution for ^(77) = \ for + 0. But 
what we need is a real solution. 
So we take 
(ri 1 q\ _ ？-l-e训]* — — 
And the other projective parametrization is provided by ^ ^ with real con-
stant a, b, c, d. 
The chain parametrized by this t is given by 营）=1，伊（营）=一A and 
舍 = � S o 
‘ " ⑴ 二 e•丨 
(3.20) zify 二 l e ^ M ^ t - l + o^ 
�u(t)=赤(e—•|2te�M2t) — 警 e 彻 l 2 t + ， + 警 + � • 
Hence the chain is a circle parametrized by 
t 一 (zo-i,uo + + ^ + + - • 
Substitute back the 77 into the parametrization and 
(3.21) V 一 (zo - h u o i - ^koP + ^ + i f ) + -
is a projective parametrization for the chain/circle. 
If " = 0’ rf(t) = t is a solution for y { r ] ) = 0. So the chain is given by 
{u{r]),z{r])) = (2r]-2uo,zo) 
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Remark: In the introduction of [2], the author said that the study of C R 
structure parallels that of classical surface theory, with geodesies corresponding 
to chains. Except they are given by second order ODE, Jacobowitz proved in [4] 
that any sufficiently close points on a strictly pseudoconvex C R manifold can be 
connected by chain which corresponds geodesic convex of riemannian surface. 
3.4 Chains on a special kind of Reinhardt hy-
persurface in C^  
Prom the definition of chains, we see that they are invariant under C R diffeomor-
phism and so studies of chains helps us to check whether two C R manifolds are 
C R equivalent. 
As an example, we find a family of hypersurfaces in C^ that are all locally 
equivalent to Q but not globally equivalent. 
J 
Definition 3.2. A smooth hypersurface G C"+i is Reinhardt if for each 
(2i,22’...’？+i) e M，汰e s e亡{ (Ai2i，...’A„+iZ"+i) | |Ai| = 1 } C M . 
It is clear that a Reinhardt hypersurface does not contain origin. It can be 
shown that the local defining function is in the form r(|2;Y, |么〒，…，|2；"+1丨2) for , 
some smooth function ...，0："+1) in some open set in 股“+丄. 
Let 淺B = { {z ,w) I = l^l^el^l", z ^ O } . It is clear that 观 b is Reinhardt 
and (s,ti,t2) — ( e s + i « i ’ e 扔 g - ^ ^ ^ parametrization of ^b-
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The C R structure in terms of (5,^1,^2) can be taken as 
(3 22) I ^ = 力2 - ( B + 2e2s)dti] 
. I e^ = dz = + . 
with d9 = id^ AOK 
Since we also have = 0, so we can construct a C R diffeomorphism by 
Probenius theorem from Q to MB and so each 沒B is everywhere locally equiva-
lent to Q. 
There is a C R covering map of Q \ {(0, w) | u real} onto 淡B for integer 
B, given by 
^B(z,w) = (z,zBe-” . 
Let torus T, be the subset | 力 e ]R} of ^B with fixed 
s in the above parametrization. 
Theorem 3.6. Let U be any open set in some 统 B . U U is CR diffeomorphic to 
an open set in Q then U can not contain any torus Tg. 
Proof. If Bi = B2 mod Z, then 
乏=2，^Z) = z B 2 - � 
is an automorphism of C^ \ {(0, w)} and a C R diffeomorphism of 统 B i and 统 b 2 -
So it suffices to prove the theorem for the cases B = 0 and 0 < B < 1. 
For the case B = 0, ^q = = e'^'^}. We start from the C R covering map 
Now, 
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= {(z,w) I z = w = -t2+ ie^' + 211N, N eZ}. 
There is no close set in that is homeomorphic to Tg. This there is no 
open set V^  C Q that 少o maps diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood of Tg. We 
now want to show a similar result holds for any C R diffeomorphism : V —>• ^O 
and any open set V C Q. So we assume that 屯(V) contains some TA and we will 
derive a contradiction. 
Fix some Pi ^ V , p 2 ^ Q s.t. that 屯(pi) = $o(P2). Let V2 be a small neighbor-
hood of p2 so that >^o|v2) called it l>, is a C R diffeomorphism and l>(V2) C ^ ( F ) . 
Define Vi =屯一 1 o |>(l/2) and set 金 = S o o ^ is a C R diffeomorphism 
between Vi to V2, subsets of Q. hence there is a unique g 6 A u t ( Q ) , (I。以|vi =金 . 
A s long as V is connect, $ 0 � 以二屯 on V". Thus if "^(V) contain some Ts, then 
$ must map some closed subset of g(V) homeomorphically on to Ts. Thus we 
obtain a contradiction. 
Now consider the case 0 < B < 1. 
Because dO = i沪八没五 and d炉 二 0，the chain equations are 炉 = - f i O and 
dji = 
We look at the chains in the torus Ts. On Ts 
沪 = i e s + 衝 dti 
A s in the case in Q, 
= fidp, + jldfi = -iM'^e + iliil'^e = 0 . 
If /i ^ 0 on a chain, 0^9^ = —fi9 implies dti + 0 on this chain, so we can use 
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this ti to parametrize the chain. In particular, z = under this parametriza-
tion. 
If the initial value of " is " at ti = ti。，d/i = 沪=—i\iy\'^dz. Therefore, 
fi = 杆… + + 仏 
Since |"|2 二 |"|2 = | i ^ p e州… ( 1 — 一-“。）+ “ 广 for all h , 
2…|4e2s(l 一 cos{ti - tio)) + izy|zy|2e«+iiio(l _ e"«i-ti。)）_ 一 g-^Cti-tio)) 二 
Differentiate once, it becomes 
— tw) + i^ l^ /pe 时…oe�(i-“o) + i^ji^j^e^-'i^og-iiti-tio) = Q. 
So consider the component in sin(ti — tio) and cos(ti — tio) respectively, we 
get 
糾 "pe 奸 彻 + + | V - " i � = 0 . 
Therefore, u = 一ie—^+itw and " = -ie一奸办. 
For = 沪 = - f i O implies 
… “ 1 + 2e2”] = i e奸衝 . 
Hence, ^ = B and so t�=Bti + C for some constant C. 
For fi = 0, = 0 implies dti = 0 and hence the chains are in the form ti = C 
with constant C. 
It is easy to see that Ts are foliated by these two kinds of chains. For B is not 
an integer, the chain 7 = { ( e ^ ， } and chain T = { (e奸街 ’ } 
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cut each other for at least two points where t i , t2 take values in M/27rZ. 
If there exists a C R diffeomorphism 龟：U ^ V, U C ^ B and V C Q s.t. 
some TS C U. Then $ ( 7 ) and $ ( r ) are two different chains in Q meet in two 
distinct points. However, any two distinct points in C^ determined a complex 
line and since chains in Q are determined by complex lines, so two distinct points 
completely determine a chain. Hence there is a contradiction. 
• 
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